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ne year ago, thousands of people lost
their lives at the hands of terrorists.

They were brothers, sisters, husbands
and wives — innocent victims caught in an act of
violence.
How will we remember these victims? The answer
|

Varies as much as the lives that were lost.

M We chose to use a black cover for this edition
of The Lumberjack because we feel there is no
image that can capture the emotions that are
stirred by such a destructive event.

Each of us has been affected by Sept. Win
different ai Each of us will reflect onthe
events that ave occurred in our own personal
way.

Inside this ee
will find a variety of
perspectives an opinions. Eachisa unique and
important glimpse at the American experience in
the aftermath of Sept. Il.

— Matt Crawford
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Editor in chief

Clockwise from top left: Michael Baker plays “Amazing Grace” at a memorial on the U.C. Quad last year (photo by Kevin Bell). « A guitar player performs at a
U.C. Quad memorial (photo by Kevin Bell). « Former HSU President Allistair McCrone and former Associated Studets President Elexis Mayer attend last year’s
memorial. « Claire Knox, child developement department chair, speeks at the memorial on the U.C. Quad (photo by James Morgan). « A shrine dedicated to
emergency workers who lost their lives on Sept. 11 rests on a fire station wall near the wreckage of the World Trade Center (photo by Mary Hill). « Ground
zero in June (photo by Mary Hill). « Area firefighters attend last year’s memorial (photo by Kevin Bell).
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Campus declares
Sept. 11 ‘A Day of

Graduate School Information Day
Wednesday, September 25, 10am
Kate Buchanan Room

Wednesday, September 11,2002

- 3pm

Remembrance

e

Meet representatives from graduate programs in Law, Psychology,
Business, Communications, Environmental Science, GeoScience,
Naturopathic Medicine, Pharmacy & more...

Students, faculty and staff
join together to commemorate

e

LIVE! Anew Donald Asher Video Conference:
“Getting Into Highly Competitive Graduate Schools”
AIRS: at 2 p.m. in Gist Hall 205 on Thursday, September
26—the next day.

the attacks on America

List of schools available at www.humboldt.edu/~career
or Nelson Hall West, Room 130

Today marks the one-year
anniversary of the tragedies
at the World Trade Center, the
Pentagon and Flight 93 which

e

~ (707) 826-3341

8

LUMBERJACK STAFF
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Disability accommodations may be available. Contact event sponsor at
826-3341.

An Equal Opportunity Student Service

by Ivonne Castillo

©

Ce N Te

crashed in Pennsylvania.
We are still being reminded
of the atrocious images of two

buildings coming down without mercy and scenes of people

Berore You Go PLAcEs,
Go Here.

running

through

streets

confused of the situation. .
Today, people all over the
world will share a moment of
silence, remember a lost loved
one, or do something in memory of those brave souls that
were lost.
Today has been declared
as “A Day of Remembrance”
at HSU.
Events will take place, giving students the opportunity
to reflect and listen to how the
rest of the world has responded to the attacks.
Vice president of student
affairs Steven Butler said in a
press release, “This is an opportunity for reflection as well
as remembrance. We want to
take advantage of the moment
to give people a chance to
come together, to learn more

about what happened and
how it affects us. We've all suffered.”

NOW

SAVE

LP

FO 8200

ARTCARVED

At 8:30 a.m., President Rollin Richmond will share a
few welcoming words at the
Goodwin Forum.
Several lectures will take
place throughout the day.
History professor Gayle Olson-Raymer will lecture at 9
a.m. on domestic terrorism.
Women’s studies chair Kim

Berry will lecture about representations of women for the
war on terror at 10 a.m.

wartcarve

At 1:30 p.m., religious studies professor William Herbre-

Sept. 16
— 48th
TIME::

10a.m.—3

p.m.

PLACE:

HSU Bookstor

chtsmeier will discuss Islamic

perspectives on global politics
and terrorism.
Several other lectures will
take place throughout the day.
Art and poetry willbe taking place in the Art Quad from

“This is a time of
remembrance and
reflection
where

people

can

take

time to focus
the world, so

can

on
we

think of ways

to make the world
a better place to
live in.”
Marylyn Paik-Nicely
MuttTiCULTURAL CENTER
DIRECTOR

David Mohrmann and the
Theater of the Oppressed will
be part of an event at the Art
quad at 11 a.m.

Student recognition and reflections on the U.C. Quad will

be at noon.
Activities such as drumming, bagpipes and chalking
will also take place on the U.C.
Quad.

Communications professor
Dr. Laura K. Hahn’s students
will be presenting poems,
speeches and artwork.
“The purpose of the event
‘is

for

remembrance

and

to

stray away from the political
scene,” Ryan Mann, Multicultural Center coordinator, said.
“Collaboration

is

necessary.

There needs to be some kind
of cohesion. Everyone has
been collaborating for this and
that’s what we’ve been trying
to bring out.”

Mann said a Ginko Biloba
tree, of Eastern China, is being placed near Founders Hall
where students have a chance

to write a message or prayer
on a piece of paper and hang
it on the tree.

“This is a time of remembrance and reflection where
people can take time to focus
on the world, so we can think

of ways to make the world a
better place to live in,” Mary-

lyn Paik-Nicely, Multicultural
Center director, said.

11 a.m. to noon.

see Events, next page
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the JGC.

At dusk, there will be a flag
retrieval ceremony at the HSU
flagpole.

about

Steven Butler

lowed by a video.
Hundley said that during
the video presentation, there
will be crisis counselors on
hand to talk with those who

and organizations to help re-

light vigil will be held at the
front of Cypress lawn at 9:45

p.m.
“It is a collaborated effort by many different offices

gto
Ras

happened.
and
how it affects us.
We've all suffered.”

Afterwards, an open forum
discussion about the Sept. 11
occurrences will take place on
the third floor of the JGC fol-

choose not to watch the video.
To end the night, a candle-

stb,

what

VICE

PRESIDENT

STUDENT

flect and

heal

gat

ing area on the third floor of

more

prices start at

ee

Residence life educator Megan Hundley said that students will be able to watch
CNN coverage of the Sept.
11 events all day in the din-

a

today.

advantage
of
the
moment
to
give
people
a
chance to come
together, to learn
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day that impacted all of us,”
Mike Wilcoxen, clubs coordinator, said.
The Multicultural Center,

Housing, the Clubs office, As-

—

these events possible.

Bagels

and

sociated Students and the arts,
humanities and social scienc-
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realfood.reallife.realresults.

New

6:36 p.m. A lost pit
bull was found at the
parking lot on 14"

Weight Watchers

SY-1e (oa
Humboldt

State University

c

cli

September

12, 2002

Thursday as 12:00 PM
SBSB Room

The

streets.

and B

pup was handed over
to Arcata Police Department.
Thursday,
August 29
9:14 a.m. A weap-

153
' The brown mutt was picked
up by Arcata Animal Contol
and transported, booked and
lodged at the Humane Society.

on was found in the
Bookstore and turned over
to UPD.

3:44 p.m. A backpack was
Tuesday, August 27

WELLSCOA
* Largest

selection

BODY
PIERCING faa

hand-blown

Adult

TATTOO

OPEN

of local

glass

Telia"

7 DAYS

6PM

11

7PM

Sun

°443-8566

GD

me

was reported by Housing.

novelties

Pa eLOXohVmTan

SMOKE
suop

2:25 a.m. An alcohol violation in the residence halls

|

Mon

Sat

ie i

SUMMER’S OVER PARTY)

3:06 a.m. A recycling barrel was reported
rolling
down the Cypress residence
hall stairs. Officers responded, but the suspects had apparently rolled on out of the

area.
8:44 a.m. A person tripped
over a large ashtray by the
Annex. Officers and an ambulance came to assist the
injured tripper. The tripper
was then taken by ambulance to Mad River Community Hospital.
9:29

a.m.

An

aggressive

German

Shepard

was

re-

ported

guarding

the

en-

f

¢ Bait/ Tackle

r ch Curl , Hotline

a eee
Leashes, rashguards,
t

¢

Rods/ Reels

t

¢ Salt/ Freshwater

¢ Salmon/ Steelhead

booties, wax

roop& LIVE MUSIC!
PARKING LOT SALE.
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 15TH
1 PM ‘TIL 22222722?

_,.

677-0300

\__ Trinidad Shopping Center /

advised
dog that
leashed
the soc-

cer field where the dog was reportedly running around.
Wednesday, August 28
10:52 a.m. A black VW wagon was reported leaking fluid
on Rossow Street. Environmental Health and Safety services were requested to clean
up the spill.

bly smoking marijuana at the

patrolling

by

the side of the Library.
os

Noon An officer
the owner of a loose
dogs must always be
on campus, even on

ed drinking alcohol and possi-

dog

reported stolen from the
Bookstore, but it turned out
it had been taken by mistake.

The person

with

alike backpack

the lookreturned

2:17 p.m. A man was report-

bottom of the Cypress trail.
An officer responded but
the man had vanished in a
cloud of smoke.

it

to its rightful owner.
12:30 a.m. A man, in pos-

session of numerous

and its owner were gone.

another

Surfboards

over.

trance to the Library. An officer responded but the dog
9:36 a.m. An officer saw

¢ New/ Used ,. -

11:43 a.m. An officer was
flagged down and advised of
a hit-and-run that had just occurred on Rossow Street.
The officer caught up with
the alledged culprit on Harpst
Street just moments later and
pulled the suspected driver

ladies

undergarments, was picked
up by UPD in the Canyon
residence hall.
The man was transported, booked and lodged at
the Humboldt County Correctional Facility for outstanding warrants.
Friday, August 30
8:25 a.m. A’ Redwood/
Sunset hall resident reported

being harrassed.
Saturday, August 31

3:29 a.m. A drunk girl fell
on Granite Avenue and hit
her head.
An ambulance responded and the girl was taken to
Mad River Community Hospital .
see UPD, page 12

Cooking materials from student’s
mother causes anthrax scare in the J
by Laura Tankersley
Campus EDITOR
wo residence hall mailroom workers found a
suspicious white pow-

der: leaking from a package
on Monday, only to determine
that it was not anthrax — but
white flour.

Hazardous
material
coordinator and biosafety officer Tom Manoli said that the

package contained supplies
to make cookies sent by a student’s mother.

Soon after the workers no-

ticed the potentially dangerous powder, UPD and the Ar-

Manoli said that when he
looked at the return address, it
had the same last name as the

cata

along

person it was sent to. He then

with Manoli, were called.
Manoli said that the first
and second floors of the JGC
were evacuated.
He said third floor was not
evacuated because it has its

realized that there was no indication of a terrorist attack.
The student was contacted
and informed Manoli that her

Fire Department,

own ventilation system.
Once decontamination procedures were taken, Manoli
entered the mailroom and saw

the package with two blobs of
fine white powder beside it.

mother was sending her baking supplies to make cookies.
Manoli said the package
contained Tupperware containers that opened during its
shipping from Minnesota.
Once the material was identified, it was business as usual

in the mailroom. °
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Students react to Sept. 11 anniversary

9
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and the rest of the nation,
watched as New York, the
Pentagon, and the Pennsylvania countryside were attacked
from the sky.
Many

students on campus

say life at HSU is the same as it

was a year ago. Many students

science, said.
_ “Here life hasn’t changed
so much, but at home in Placerville it has,” said Kristin

Meagher, marine biology and
zoology junior. Meagher, the
Living Group Advisor for
Laurel

in Creekview,

said

it

world

around

know if the attacks

it may stand.

were

Bills such as the Patriot Act
solve on terrorism —

more scared of flying and be-

they were
said.

before,”

everyone
strong as

Kaw Ck
tps
te
wt

Ae
wy

| was

have

gone through the Senate and
the House of Representatives.
“The world has definitely changed since Sept. 11,”
Carmen Vanbianchi, zoology
freshman, said. “People are

social justice for
movements are as

over.

scared.

— that strengthen the U.S. re-

She said people who sup-

Kristin Meagher
MARINE BIOLOGY JUNIOR

“The

world

has

definitely changed
since
Sept.
11.
People are more
scared of flying and
being attacked.”

Meagher

ported U.S. intervention in
other countries now
have

Carmen

Vanbianchi

ZOOLOGY

FRESHMAN

see Students, page 8
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Lynisha Perkins.
EDUCATION

a

HSU

nil

The

has«changed in the last year.
The United States has waged
war against terrorism and has

nal eee

gher said.

ing attacked.”
Environmental
and _ social issues are still important
around campus.
“A lot of equal rights and

MUSIC

and some in San
Francisco.
They
are in major cities
and
they didn't

and we are vulnerable,” Mea-

“The
attacks]
didn't affect me
directly
but
to
think
of alll the
people who died
or
lost
family
members just left
me wondering.”
»

friends in Chicago

.

On Sept. 11 HSU students,

paganda, and is able to continue life in a positive way,”
Kyle Desner, environmental

some

ty

the

have

+

States to its knees and
world to a stand still.

a community that does not believe in the government's pro-

“|

“My friends in general are

aware that there is a world
outside of the United States

Tf.

the terrorist acts that
rought
the
United

“We are fortunate to live in

SO

since

ttle
~

past

at

has

prenyt
ne
Rin lag

year

irate Cine Nama
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is more patriotic in Placerville
than it was prior to Sept. 11.

= Ae

on campus who were politically active prior to Sept. 11 con. tinue to be a year later.

MOO

by Luis Molina

ee

While the world has changed, many say HSU has stayed the same

ian,

invites you to..:

"Real Life”

=

a

ON yng

Campus Crusade for Christ

;3
2

Every week college students just like you come, just ap they are,

to a place designed especially for them, and together they seek the
trutWabout God. We call it “Real Life,” where the worship may
include a drama, video, or guest musician but always a dowrv to
eartivmessage
and great music. At Real Life, it’s okay to be your-

selfand experience the Christian fadtivin your own way.

Friday Nights at 7:00 PM
South Lounge, University Center
Interested in a small group Bible study?
call Graham @ 616-3029

BACKPAC

14k

Open Daily’On The Plaza
,
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Students: Many ‘shocked’ by 9/11

ee

e Continued from page 7

more evidence
their claim.

to

support

“There
is more _ protest
against war and how President Bush is handling the sit-

uation
Doug

outside
Dixon,

of campus,”
computer

sci-

ence senior, said. “People who
*I see in some of my classes, I
also see at the protests. There
are some [protests] on campus but not as big or obvious as

DREAM A LITTLE OREAM a workshop on the meaning
of dreams in day to day life.
SREAKING THE CYCLE

outside of campus.”
“There has to be a way to
deal with the world’s problems without going to war;
people are trying to figure out

Have you experienced violence in your

relationship? Physical, sexual, emotional and mental abuse are

a method
chi said.

never okay, but when you love someone who is hurting you it can
be hard to know what to do. This group is for people who are
concerned about violence in their relationships.

| WOMEN'S TRANSITIONS

f

Dixon said he does see the
campus more united since the

| CULTURAL/RACIAL ISOLATION ISSUES

j

HEALING ROOM = A 10-12 week group. Learn survival skills for healing after sexual assault or abuse.
SEXUAL ATTAULT/AGUSE
|

}

BRAOUATE STUDENT SUPPORT

|

j

| ANGER

attacks on Sept. 11.
“I was very happy and im-

MANAGEMENT

i
f

10%
This group is for students who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgendered and to those who are in the process of thinking about
(or questioning) their sexuality and would like a safe place to talk.

[ server asvarionsurrs ) | TRANSITIONS TO COLLEOE/NEW BEGINNINGS

f

Kyle Desner
ENVIRONMENTAL

SCIENCE

SENIOR

they didn’t know if the attacks
were over. I was scared,” Meagher said.

Lynisha

Perkins,

a music

education sophomore said, “It

“It was a huge turnout,”
said Dessie Baxter, donor recruiter: for the
Humboldt
County Blood Bank.

didn’t affect me directly, but
to think of all the people who
died or lost family members
just left me wondering.”
She said that Sept.11 has
helped her to realize, “Live life
to its fullest.”
“It was so unexpected; I
was
shocked,”
Vanbianchi
said. “I just talked to my par-

Baxter said the Blood Bank
gets 20 percent of the blood for

ents.”
Business

Humboldt County from HSU
students.
“I just went to my room

dre Sanchez said he was also
shocked, but has come to
terms with the terrorist attacks
last Sept.
“I put it behind me. It is
sad; it was a big tragedy,” he
said.

pressed to see HSU students
donating blood (after the attacks),” international studies

senior
said.

ISSUESOF FAMILYOF ORIGIN

to do it,” Vanbian-

“We are fortunate
to
_—ilive
in
a
community _‘ that
does not believe in
the
government's
propaganda
and
is able to continue
life in a_ positive
way.”

Hiromy

Shimamoura

and cried,” Meagher said. “I
have some friends in Chicago
and some in San Francisco.
They are in major cities and

UFE MEDICINE Discover & experience the wisdom
of others, your own inner journey, interpersonal and
group exercises that will help:ingpire and heal you

holistically - body, mind, emotions and spirit.
HEALING ROOM

In this structured 10-12 week group, learn
survival skills for healing after sexual
assault or abuse and re-create connection and

safety with others. Pre-Screening Required.
FOOD
FOR THOUGHT: CREATING A POSITIVE RELATIONSHIP WITH
F000 € BODY = Explore your relationship with food, your feelings
about your body and examine the impact that society has had in
‘these areas to create a new more empowered approach to eating
and self.

To sign up for any of these groups come to Counseling
and Psychological Services, Student Health Center
Building, 2nd floor, Room 205.
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shopping center in McKinleyville, and Walgreen's on

The HSU Foundation has
agreed to sell the Daly Building complex. — which includes the historic Sweasey
Theater — to local developer
Don Murrish.
The deal brings closure
to the university's efforts to

The
bought

ve

HSU plans to sell
Daly Building

Broadway, among others.

Foundation
Building in

wh

HSU
the Daly

1998 with a loan from the Eu-

ty

sgyeaiet” Poo

reka Redevelopment Agency.
After two years of technical study and an unsuccessful
search for philanthropic sup-

Ke

amine gina

mw

Me

“

ans:

port for its plans, HSU aban-

transform the downtown Eu-

doned its efforts to develop
into a perfor- ° the property and began lookmance.arts center.
ing to sell it.
Murrish said he plans to

sor Tom Jones, titled "The New

World's Literate Civilization:
An Introduction to the Maya,"
and will take place in Founder's Hall, Room 118.
The lecture begins at 7 p.m

and the workshop is open to
the public and free of charge.
It will be followed by an
introductory workshop
on

Science

ethical food sale.
Food Not Waste is holding its first fall semester event
Tuesday.
The group serves affordable, organic, vegan and _ locally made entrees on reusable

dishes.
The event also features
pedal-powered smoothies and
live music.

waste by buying food in bulk
without packaging and serving the food on real dishes,
eliminating the need to throw
away paper plates.
The organization was created by a group of campus clubs
who felt there was a need to
have an alternative to on cam-

pus dining facilities.
Look for Food Not Waste
on the U.C. Quad from 11 a.m.

to 2 p.m.

Contact Kyle at 826-2197 for
information.

venue for live theater.
The

rest

of

the

property

would be developed for a variety of uses.
Jay Hight, president of the

HSU Foundation Board, said it
was important to find a buyer
who shared the city's vision of

renovating the Sweasey Theater for performances.
Murrish, a north coast developer for 40 years, has been
involved with many local proj-

ects, including the Broadway
Cinema in Eureka, the Kmart

.

Leisure classes
offered this month
Center

Activities’

a Ry

Progress, a community group
that intends to renovate it as a

a

creating

to Plays-In-

te
—
a
SS

Group holds

avoids

sell the theater

leisure

program has classes beginning

this month.
Classes range

from_

Pn

822-1515.

students.
The club

Pasas
ian
Saran PRs Rae NaS

Friday.
The workshop will begin
with a slide lecture by profes-

For more information, call

sale organized by students for

bi-

cycling, to swing and salsa
dance, to yoga or karate.
If those aren't enough to

satisfy you, try one of the new
classes offered such as art and
life, introduction to oil paint-

in

glyphic writing will take place

ceive hands-on instruction in
hieroglyphic decipherment.

The event is an ethical food

-

The 12th annual weekend
workshops on Mayan hiero-

Saturday and Sunday, where
registered participants will re-

Ane

Program explores
Mayan writing

ee

reka landmark

ing from nature, workshop in
Tibetan Shamanism, yoga or
backpacking.

Call

Center

Activities

at

826-3357 to sign up.

Teachers

For more information
on becoming a teacher, contact
CalTeach — your one-stop
information, recruitment and
referral service for individuals

considering or pursuing a
teaching career.
CalTeach can help you explore

you become credentialed, direct

ey
NON

ee

you to the teacher recruitment

etwre

credentialing process and, once

SL OLee Oy

you in understanding the

LS?

incentives and benefits, assist

“

this exciting career, provide
information about current

centers for job placements.

Make the difference
of a lifetime. Teach.

Call 1-888-CALTEACH
(225-8322) or visit
www.caiteach.com
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PHOTO BY MARGIE Roseins

Psychology senior Kizzie Newton rings up journalism senior Raynett Mann.

Textbook prices upset students
Manager says store is not ripping off students
by Trea Jennings

“You

LUMBERJACK STAFF

tive

EW

frown

re

visit to the HSU bookA:
this semester may
eave you broke and
frustrated. Many students are
angry about textbook prices,
but store management insists
they are not overcharging students.
"I spent over $100 on my
genetics book alone," theater
rts senior Dana Palius said
after an expensive trip to the
bookstore.
Who is responsible for these
high prices? Some professors
blame publishers who print
out new editions every year.
Some students blame professors who choose new editions

ve

fie ae

Authentic N.Y. Style Pizza

"!2za.by

the

slice,

1504 G St., Arcata

822-6199

We have salads too!
Antipasto Salad ¢Dinner Salad
Green Salad

that differ little from the old.

Open Mon-Thur: 11 am- 9 pm, Fri & Sat: 11 am- 10 pm, Sun: 2-9 pm

"The biggest insult is that
an environmental science pro-

i

fessor keeps insisting on using new editions when they
should be teaching about con-

$180 for the 2002-2003 School Year

servation,”

“Best Equipped Gym”
on the North Coast
' ¢ Largest Free Weight Collection
¢ 5,000 sq. ft. of Free Weights
¢ Only N. Coast commercial gym with
Hammer Strength™ Equipment
¢ Stair Masters & Lifecycles
eAerobic Classes

211 Sth Ot Emreka - 444-3788

‘10

Samantha

Brown,

manager at Tin Can Mailman
used bookstore said.
"I think that instructors
should step forward to change
the problem," Brown said.
"They are the problem, not
publishers. You have a choice
between buying a new car or
an old one, new paper or recycled paper, just like teachers have a choice to buy a new
edition
bookoF or an older one."
@eeeer@
a

get the shaft!

| spent

paperback! | try and go
Mailman and amazon.com
possible.”

$103

for a

to Tin Can
as much as
Matt Tolley

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SENIOR

In a lot of cases, it is important to use new editions over
old ones when a class requires
up-to-date information.
"I don't mind paying for a
good book that I will actually read," Palius said. "A lot of
times a professor will make
you buy a book and then you
won't even read much of it.”
Communications professor
Gregory Young chooses not to
use text books in his class.
"I thought students’ time
could be better spent elsewhere," he said.

Young said that textbooks
are too expensive, but that is
not the reason why he doesn't
use one.

doesn't make much of a profit
on textbooks.
Greene said the bookstore
usually breaks even, but sometimes makes a small profit of
about 1 to 2 percent. It's with
the help of these small profits
that the bookstore is able to
improve, he said. There is now
scanning at the registers and
improved customer service.
As you might have noticed,
this year lines are faster than
usual. Does this make buying
books at the bookstore worth
it?
"You get the shaft," environmental science senior Matt
Tolley said: "I spent $103 for a

"It's just a happy side-ef-

paperback!"
Some students have grown

fect," he said.
Young said that expensive
books are a "design on the part
of the publisher" and not in the
bookstore's control.
HSU _ textbook
manager
Clarinda Van Horn and the
HSU bookstore manager Jon

years.
"I expect them to be expensive every year," anthropology
senior Nick Poister said.
High prices at the bookstore
have prompted some students
to seek books elsewhere.

Greene, said

the

bookstore

numb to book prices over the

see Bookstore, next page
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* Continued from previous page
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While bookstore managers

say the return policy is generous, many students complain
about the amount of money
they get when they sell their
books back to the bookstore.
"I sell my books back about
50 percent of the time," Palius
said. "Half the time it's not
even worth it."
Van Horn said students get
50 percent of their money back
when they sell their books
back. If professors are no longer using a book the bookstore
can't buy it back, but students
can choose to donate it to
Books for Asia or to the Hoopa
Indian reservation.
"We all realize that books
are expensive," Greene said.
"I have two kids in college, so
I know first hand how expensive they are."

a
AAR

LAST 3 DAYS!
Wouinasday-Friday, September 11-13
Oe

first

An awesome collection of
|
HOT posters & prints featuring the best of art.
music, film and more!

RL
A
A

the

Check out this POSTER SALE! &

Osbourne
ey ting

during

441-9570 @ www.goodrelations.com

tn,

books

Open Daily @ 308 2nd Street, Old Town, Eureka

Two Locations
open seven days a week
645 10th St.
1540 G St.
826-1251
822

te,

better than at other schools.
HSU allows students to return

Senior discount honored every day

ll.

years. Textbooks with glossy
pages, fancy color graphs and
pictures cost extra for publishers. Both managers said that
getting books to this area also
adds an extra expense.
"We are behind the redwood curtain," Greene said.
"We have a very liberal return policy," Van Horn said.
Greene said the policy is much

ee

with Military ID

MANAGER

$5 for the past eight or nine

iy

90% OFF

HSU BOOKSTORE

searches prices onamazon.com

ke

Jon Greene

and sometimes their prices are
a little higher and sometimes a
little less.
j
Van Horn explained how
the cost of publishing has gone
up every year by about $2 to

Qe

Back-to-School Special

expensive. | have
two kids in college,
so | know firsthand
expensive
how
they are.”

"I try and go to Tin Can
Mailman and amazon.com as
much as possible,” Tolley said.
"T usually get one or two books
there every semester.”
Both Van Horn and Greene
said they try to compete with
prices online.
They said the bookstore re-

ea

Arcata Barber Shop

are

te, Sn

books
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that

realize
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UPD
e Continued from page 6

Tuesday, Sept. 3
7:34 a.m. A possible counterfeit ticket was reported

to have been received at the
Blackalicious concert that took
place Friday, August 30.
6:30 p.m. A wallet was reene

ported stolen from the men’s

-

>

frm

the

Forbes

7:46 p.m. Another wallet
was reported stolen from the
same locker room. It’s probably not the best idea to keep
stealing from a bunch of jocks.

eri

Co
}

in

eee

BP

ACE

locker room
complex.

“Toe erento
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Wednesday, Sept. 4
6:21 p.m. A girl was found
passed out on the second floor
of the Jolly Giant Commons.
An officer had responded and
the girl who gained consciousness, was still incoherent. An
ambulance responded and the
girl was tragsported to Mad

“™

River Community Hospital.

11:59 p.m. An officer contacted a Housing employee
who had confiscated marijuana from a residence hall resi-

dent earlier in the evening.
Unfortunately the employee
was too stoned to answer the

officer’s call.
Saturday, Sept. 7
9:08 p.m. Officers

caught

an underage drinker at the en-

miwide
se

trance of the Community Forest.
The underager was charged
with minor in possession of
alcohol while his/her two
friends were charged with
possession of less than an
ounce of marijuana.
Well
that’s one way to have your
night ruined.

long distanceis included
+

Sunday, Sept. 8
12:31 a.m. An officer responded to the report of two
drunk girls being uncooperative in the Redwood/Sunset

quad.

|

An ambulance was called
and one of the girls, apparently too drunk not to cooperate
anymore,

was

taken

to Mad

River Community Hospital.
iS,

Aes

3

is

1:37

a.m.

Another

girl chillin’ in the Redwood/

line. Other restrictions and charges may apply. Otter

Sunset quad was taken by ambulance to Mad River Community Hospital.
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PHOTO

BY Wenoy Gaansenc

Hiei resident Ben Marshall, 24, and his daughter Karalyne, 5, are taking a stroll in the front yard of a neighbors house.

|

Yurok and Hoopa speak about Sept. 11
A threat on North American soil affects all who reside on this land
By Wendy Granberg
LUMBERJACK STAFF

uring the past year
Americans have been
forced to re-evaluate
bearing witness to all those
who have lost their loved

Welief system that has far outdated the capitalistic society

of today.
es

PRY

oo

SS

Sc

that

preserve

ones

about how their safety has
been affected by the recent terrorist attack, most expressed a

dation of a Native American

ie

chairman of the Yurok Tribe,
also a resident of Hoopa, said.
“The Europeans came to

Hoopa community spoke out

This self-sustaining reservation is built on the foun-

6S

dominating over it,” said Pa-

munity is encapsulated in a
country that has fallen victim
to a terrorist attack?
When members of the

munity.

a

“These things are going to

safety when their tribal com-

As one enters the tribal community of Hoopa, a
simpler way of life is found.
Hel
es is abundant, and
family-oriented beliefs are extremely apparent.
It appears as if the outside
world has had little impact on
daily life for most of the com-

Oe

ard “Louie” McConnell, vice

Does

No strangers to tragedy,
Native Americans, who have
lost ancestors and land due to
colonization , share their varying perspectiveson the ramifications of the terrorist attack.

‘ere
eee

er-ending cycle and what has
happened in the past is bound
to happen again in the future.

separate entity from the United States.

ones. ,

eee
eee

ropeans all doch that we
were savages, or that our ancestors were savages,” How-

mela Risling, a Hoopa resident
and HSU graduate.
The reservation is legally a

what is important to them,

re
eee

“We have a sense of spirituality that has kept us concentrated on who we are and being a part of the land, verses

over the land from the native
people, so the native people
here rebelled against the colonies. All they did was make
bigger and better guns and
they are still doing the same
thing,” Gary Jordan, a resi-

turn, but I believe he is, I just
take this stuff in stride,” Frank
Scott, a Hoopa resident, said.
“Until it happens in your

bombs on people there is no
discrimination once it’s gone,”
Jordan said.

area, you aren’t going to expe-

struggle for the preservation
of our cultures and freedom of
our beliefs is like the struggle
that many others have had before us and more importantly,
because of us.
“During the second world
war we took all the Japanese
people, people who were

people

rience it like the people back
There were mixed reactions
the

t's

world around can seem

tack of 9/11.
“The government
such rash decisions

like

Mexicans toa, of course, when
they occupied this country.
They didn’t have much use
for Indians and I guess the Eu-

Some people say that history repeats itself like a nev-

issues you look at that 9/11

has caused, such as the Unit-

here,” Risling said.

re ‘Sahat

ee

veneer eee
sty

eae

ees

aes WL

Some might say that our

east did,” ... “I feel safe anywhere,” Scott said.

actions since the terrorist at-

ed States as an American society to unify, to join together;
I think we've always had that

Ebi

“When they go in and drop

some

als and laws, thoughts of the

dians have actually died at the
hands of the Europeans and

bar snnaabbidddusedasnnoaansat

think that Christ is going to re-

happen;

In a community largely- community
regarding
consumed by its own ritu- United State's

trivial chaos, with which some
feel unaffected by.
“I think it has had less of an
affect here, because a lot of the

**

don’t

in there and saying “We're the
boss, get out of the way,” said
Campbell.

expressed by members of the

dent of Hoopa, said.

feeling of empathy, and took
a moment to reflect on their
own ancestors’ struggles for
freedom.
“Nobody gives any thought
anymore about how many In-

@ 4
ee
ae

the United States and took

they’re at? Besides, it doesn’t

make us look any better going

eannans

ese
ada

‘American

concentration

bat, but without any evidence
or proof.
Sure, we did have a terrorist attack, but do they know
for sure who did it or where
es

in

camps,”

Scott

ing for us. They're just people;
people’s lives.”
Some. view the United
States government's actions to

ing to go to war right off the

seas
eee

born

said.
“Why? And yet we had a
whole Japanese regimen fight-

they know an
“ Sam
Campbell, a Hoopa resident,
said
“ Everybody is just want-

eeeeaee
Vee eee

citizens,

America, and sent them all to

makes
before

be evasive and feel its imporesee Native, page18
s
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L
* LOCA
from your favorite restaurants and bakeries!
* LOCAL CERAMICS SALE!
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, October 25 * 5:30- 9 pm
Friday
St. Mary's Leavey Hall « 1730 Janes Road Arcata

From

encouraging and challenging students with the word of
God. Although it will at times present controversial
subjects, the information presented is not intended to
be directed at or used by any particular persons for
the purpose of attacking anyone’s lifestyle or
choices. As Christians, let us not forget that God has
not condemned us for our choices, but instead has loved

“Whoever drinks of this water will thirst
T shall give him will never thirst. Butthe
water that I shall give him will become in
him a fountain of water spring up into

everlasting life.”

Endeavor

From the Well is a new article aimed at

John 4:13-14
|

us in spite of our choices, leading us into repentance.
May we remember this simple truth from God's word
as we start into this new school year?
Romans 2:4

“Or do you despise the riches of His goodness, forbearance,
and longsuffering, not knowing that the goodness of God leads
you to repentance?”

Peter 3:9
“The Lord is not slack concerning His promise, as some count

slackness, but is longsuffering toward us, not willing that any
should perish but that all should come to repentance.

May

God

bless

www.thejack.org

Patriots Day in Eureka
City plans day for rememberance

of the past while looking towards the future.

By Evan Casada
LUMBERJACK STAFF

A year ago, the course of
American life was deeply afon Tuesday
fected when
the United
11,
morning, Sept.
States was attacked.
The country has dealt with
accepting the slow process of
healing and the sluggish process of bringing to justice the
trators.

Interfaith
- Entertainment by Arcata
Gospel Choir
7:00 PM

Wednesday, September 11, 2002

richly

NKJV

you.

Humboldt County has prepared to honor and remember
those who have endured this
tragedy during the past year.
The Eureka Patriot’s Day
Remembrance Ceremony will
be held tonight, at Redwood
Acres Fairgrounds, coordinator Greg G. Rill said.
The Eureka Fire and Police
departments will be dressed
in uniform and ready to partake in the ceremonies. They
will give short speeches and
show their support. The Eureka High School band and
choir will play music. City
and county officials will give
speeches and the Coast Guard
will present the flag.
Rollin Trehearne will be
the master of ceremonies, and
Chaplain Bob Van Lan -will
lead prayers.
“There are also reports of
an Air Force flyby, but they are
still unconfirmed,” Rill said.

The Eureka Fire Department has helped organize the
event, said firefighter-engineer
Kent Hulbert.
“We sent notices to other

fire departments, asking them
Address any comments or prayer requests to:
“From the Well”c/o Calvary Chapel of Arcata ¢ 1575 L St.
Arcata, CA ¢ 95521

Romans 4:17.......God, who gives life to the dead and callsthose things which do not existas though they did...
We are at the one year anniversary of 9/11 and it reminds me of the people who were seeking either to find
comfort from, gain an explanation, or blame a God that shortly after that incident they forgot for all intense purposes.
However as we remember this anniversary many will once again give thought to their own origin and final
destination
based on the fact of our mortality, and so often the case the thought of God or some spiritual concepts or
ideas arise. Many people believe (although they are incorrect in their thinking) that our beliefs have authority

concerning God and all His creation because we like the way it sounds and sits with us. Without elaborate debate I
would like to propose a few thoughts. First, we have no authority over any business or organization with which we

did not help create. then why would we believe this could be true concerning God. For example we could not walk
into Safeway and demand a price change on all the items, hire or fire employees, much more usurp authority over
the top governing factor(s)of that corporation in any way. Despite believe
how we
Safeway should be run, is run, or

to show up with their personnel in uniform and with their
apparatus,” he said.
Chief Eric Smith will speak
on behalf of the local family of
firefighters.
“It’s kind of a deep brotherhood or sisterhood, because
any loss in the family affects
us,” Hulbert said. “For those
people to organize and go in.
there, like they did, is amaz-

-who created and control the store. This is also true concerning theorigins, designs and responsibilities of man and God,

they belong to the creator alone; Job38-40:2. Furthermore, almost any information we want concerning these factors
of Safeway we can access through Safeway, not the liquor store on the comer or the used car lot, we got to go to the

eee

Americans

can

re-

on Sept. 11, 2001, includingHulbert.

is no authority or truth to our beliefs concerning any aspect of God or man contrary to the One who created us all; 1
Corinthians3:19-20. I challenge the thought that you should be successful to gather ten teachers of the same course to
be in complete agreement on every issue to the finest detail concerning their course. Yet the word of God stands

same time of the tragedy, and

~engaged in-thoughts ot conversation concerning God, fife; eee

de

Many

member where he or she was

source. n Likewise we can not obtain any proper information concerning God except from God; 2Peter1:3. There

tested and proven from Genesis to Revelations, a book written over 1600 years, by more than 40 authors from several
different continents writing on many subjects, and it achieves just this, complete harmony from front to back..It strikes
me as odd (although it shouldn’t) that a society such as America that demands proof, successful testing, or purity of
every imaginable object that has to do with our daily lives is so complacent about accepting and adopting any and all
unproven ideas concerning any supposed “spiritual or religious paths.” 2 Tim 4:3-4 For the time will come when
they will not endure sound doctrine, but according to their own desires, because they have itching ears, they
will heap up for themselves teachers; and they will turn their ears away from the truth, and be turned aside to
fables. One more proven truth
or prophecy from the tested and pure werd of God, so next time you find yourself + «

eee sore His opinion’ a. bess.

Cox,

“We

were at a fire at the

someone with a radio said,
‘come here and listen to this!’

of the

Eureka

“It’s a good activity for my
high school students to help
support our community, not
just our local community, but
our national community as
well.”
The band will be part of the
prelude music and participate
during the observance. The
Eureka High School choir will
join the band to sing “America the Beautiful” at the end of
the ceremony.
Humboldt State University
will be holding its own memorial today at the U.C. Quad
from noon to 1 p.m.
“Associated Students is trying to get as many people involved as possible,” said Coordinator of Cultural Diversity,
Ryan Mann-Hamilton.
The school’s interfaith gospel choir will sing and a few
people will speak.
Abdul Aziz will be hosting
a discussion regarding peace
and violence within the Islamic culture in Nelson Hall East
from 9 a.m. to 10 a.m.
Muslims are supposed to be
non-violent, but we keep finding violence in the
Islamic world, and people

want to understand why this
is happening, he said.
“I will take the concept of
violence and peace and discuss it within the context of
the Koran. I will discuss when
Islam permits people to fight
and when they are not permit-

ted to do so,” Aziz said.
Other activities include
dent reflection.
“We
Ginkgo
gym to
versity,

are we

at war?’

it was

scary,” he said.
However,

the

chaos

can

said.
The event will last all day,

ending with a candle light yigil on the Cypress lawn, east of
the Jolly Giant cafeteria.

bring people together for appreciation and remembranceSaRSeaese

eva nanmaee

hb

will be planting a
Biloba tree near the
represent cultural diupon which students

may place prayers written on
cloth sheets, Mann-Hamilton

We were like, ‘what's going
on?

director

High School band.
“I think it’s important that
we do our part in something
like this,” he said.

multiple workshops, and stu-

ing.”

came into or stays inexistence is of no relevance, the truth and responsibility of all these factors belong alone to those

“We've
done: many
of
these memorial events. In the
last one, a lady ran around
and gave hugs to everyone. |
would go again to show my
support,” he said.
Also supportive is Chris
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Remember
“It’s not going to be political, just a remembrance,” he
said.
Center

Arcata
will

Community

also’ be

hosting

a benefit Memorial PeaceGathering today at the Arcata
The

theme

ting

political

“
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together

put-

aside

U.C. Quad and gives out free food and

for prayers of peace, no matter

race or religion, just as one human race,” Sandy Jenson, or-

ganizer and coordinator, said.
The night will begin with
a play by The Theater of the
Oppressed. The play is called
“Facing Fear,” and will be approximately fifteen minutes,
she said.
Following the play will be
prayer, music by Freedom,
and vegetarian food.

“If there’s one thing you
can do for your local community, you can come spend time,

eat food, and share prayer,”
Jensen said.

wre,

by Rich Magurn

“No

agendas

9 GO.

The thousands of lives lost on Sept. 11 re main in the mind’s of many

be

will

BNE

The Lumberjack

Like many not directly involved,
Sept. 11 had a tremendous impact on
Peter Mosgofian’s life.
Many HSU students know Mosgofian as one of the members of the Vine
Christian Club, who sits at a table on the

Community Center beginning
at 5 p.m.
More Victims”.
“Let’s come

aa

Arcatans question the call to war on Iraqi soil

* Continued from previous page

The

seh

coffee on Friday.
The

52-year-old

Arcata

resident

stands well over six feet with a bushy
gray goatee and large, kind brown eyes.
Speaking in a calm and well-reasoned manner he said, “My daughter

died suddenly three years ago, so on
Sept. 11, I felt a sudden rush of emotion
and empathy for those friends and family members involved.”
“I spent a great deal of time in prayer
this past year,” he said.
Mosgofian is a marriage and family
therapist at the Redwood Family Institute in Eureka, as well as President of
the North Coast Association of Mental
Health Professionals.
“All of us in the counseling community have seen large increasesin people
seeking help,” he said. “People are ask-

PHOTO BY Tucker SHARON

Evidence of the growing voice of dissent is found looming on | street in Arcata

ing tough questions like what really
matters.”

Mosgofian doesn’t put much weight
in reactionary religious / political figures
that have bombarded the various media
outlets since Sept. 11.
He warns that Bush’s invocation of
God as a moral legitimizer in the war on

‘Back to their Original night,
open mike nights at
Sacred Grounds

terrorism is “venturing into treacherous
territory.”

“I try to be a person of balance, so I
try to listen to what the folks in the community that are adamantly for peace are
saying,” Mosgofian said.
One of those peace activists is 20year-old anarchist Jessica Whatcott.
esee Reaction, next page

i

7th & F streets, Arcata, will run
every Thursday evening.

Come and experience the best

local poets and Musicians as
they Continue the event that they
made great. Open to all, sign ups
are at 7 P.M. and the fun begins

at 8 p.m.

Call 822-0690 for more info.
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Carl Mosgofian passes out free food

his table for the Vine Christian Club an the HSU

quad area. The club is one of the many area organizations that Mosgofian is part of.

Valley West
Reaction
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After three hours of dancing in the streets of Arcata and
helping with Food Not Bombs
at the Labor Day Take Back the
Streets Party, the vivacious po-

“I'm what they call a domestic terrorist
because | give food to the homeless and

bring joy to the streets.”
Jessica Whatcott

litical science junior, strolled

Monday - Saturday
Walk-ins welcome!
ahi

up the street to her house.
Sporting a bright-pink wig
and black foe-feather boa she

‘said “I’m what they call a do-

$22-5991
Janes /@iuntoll <i steeia Aaia

e Continued from page 15

lee

Liter Sale
shampoo & conditioner duos
ranging from 2 for $22 to 2 for $30

eback to basics emop eiso epaul
mitchell enexxus eabba enioxian
ebiolage ejoico ebedhead ebiosilk

mestic terrorist because I give
food to the homeless and
bring joy to the streets.”
Some
angry
motorists
might not agree, but Whatcott
believes irrational exuberance
in the streets is far less criminal than that in the stock market
Like many radical political
activists, Whatcott is studying the governmental and
economic systems that she believes to be so inherently pernicious and corrupted.

She thinks differently now

POLITICAL SCIENCE JUNIOR

“With the loss of civil liberties after Sept. 11, if I am vocal about my criticisms — es-

pecially outside of Arcata — I
don’t really feel safe as an activist,” she said.
One need not go further
than the Arcata Plaza to get a
taste of the paradoxes within
this community.
With a host of animal heads
gazing down at them, Dave
and Paula Pepper sat in Everett’s Club sipping their drinks,
contemplating the course of
events that transpired in the
past year.

The couple said they feel
safe in Humboldt County, but
_ Paula, who worksat the 7-Up

distribution plant
leyville solemnly
am more cautious
comes up often in

in McKinadmits, “I
now, and it
our conver-

sations.”
“Yeah,” Dave, a 42-year-old

Sierra Pacific employee said,
“But I get up and go to work
everyday like normal.” —
Neither believe that America’s endeavor in Afghanistan
has made the world a safer
place or the “going it alone in

Iraq” would be a good idea.
“I am more concerned with
the State of California than
with those sons of bitches [terrorists],” Dave said.
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CASH DRAWINGS!
Two $1.00000 CASH PRIZES?
ore 5,000° GRAND PRIZE!

co

SEPTEMBER 29%

Blue Lake Casino is going to make this a September to remember! You could walk away several grand richer just by playing at Blue Lake Casino! Tickets
will be handed out.tovall active players, every day, from 12 pm to 9 pm. Just collect 5 tickets and turn them in to the MVP Club for your FREE ENTRY
into the, drawing. Te s that casy! On September 28th, at 10pm, we will draw from our entries our three lucky winners. You could be one of two ‘$1,000

wyifiness 0orwil away $5, 000; Ticher!
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Back
Back & Neck

Pain

Center

_ Visit our website at: www,humboldtbackdocs.com

NT

The highest quality natural foods at the best prices.
BAR

Endurance Bar
2.4 oz., selected varieties

99°

Organic Yogurt
6 o2., selected varieties

$499

Organic Pretzels.

WHITE WAVE

7-9 02., selected varieties

Silk Soy
Beverage
64 02z., selected varieties

Organic Fig Newman's,
12 oz. at $2.29

are

going

to

give

it to

want

justice

to

be

Native Americans.
McConnel said, “I feel I am

ORGANIC VALLEY

an American citizen, not just a

Organic
Cereal

UltraPasteurized
Milk
|

13.25 - 14 oz.,

64 oz., selected varieties

Native American.” “We have
to deal with things like that.”
Scott said, “Sometimes we
feel that the United States isn’t
doing anything for us, but it’s
doing better than any other
country is doing for us.”
A few residents displayed a
new loyalty to the counry that
surronds them.
“Osama Bin Laden did one
thing: he united the United
States,” Davey Drake, a Hoopa resident said.
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“My grandmother used to
say, there is good and bad in
every nationality, that is what
I believe,” Scott said.
Expressions of empathy
flooded from most tribal members as they spoke about their
concerns for the victims and
their families.
“I know
that everyone
wants some sort of compensation, but I don’t know how

done, but you don’t want all
of those innocent people to get
hurt,” Kane Hatherill, a Hoopa resident, said.
“My heart really goes out to
the families who have been affected,” he said.
A heightened sense of patriotism was expressed by some

NEWMAN'S

Some items may not be available at all stores or on the same days in the month of September,

6

Lewis, a Hoopa resident, said.

“You

NEWMAN'S OWN

: Organic Eggs, 6 count at $1.89

Open

—~

“I do know that the United
States is not innocent,” Vernan

government.

selected varieties

and

Risling.

them, you can’t compensate
for someone else’s life,” Cambell said.
Uncertainty was expressed
by some residents in regard to
the response made by the U.S.

selected varieties

Sth

a

‘ tance preserve diversity and
freedom of all cultures.
“I don’t think one group
of people have the right to go
around and dictate the lifestyles of other people,”said

we

STONYFIELD
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American

flag

upside

down just because of their
own reasons and beliefs now
they say that 'We are Americans,’ and flip it back over,”
he said.
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Women learn to prevent sexual assault
Rape, agression defense

course imparts awareness
and confidence in the
-psychy of HSU women
This is a national statistic
that holds true for Humboldt
County.
“That doesn’t mean they
have to know the assailant on
a personal level, but it can be

by Luis Molina
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Despite its friendly atmosphere, Humboldt County residents cannot escape the grasp

of sexual assault.
Many people have been
raped in Humboldt County. Some incidents involved
chemicals
called
date-rape
drugs.
HSU students reported 16
rapes to the North Coast Rape
Crisis Team last year. Drugs or
alcohol were involved in five
of those cases.
The Crisis Team handled
493 calls from July of 2001 to
July 2002 in Humboldt Coun-

the person who rents them a

video,” Paula Arrowsmith of
the Crisis Team said.
From January to July of
2002

31 reported

rapes and 43 reported sexual
assaults in Eureka.
“Bare in mind that these
are only the reported cases,”
Schestman said. “They reflect

only a small portion of actual
assault,”

In 2001 there were 51 reported rapes and 71 sexual as-

ty.

saults reported in Eureka.

The crisis team counseled:
42 victims of drug or alcohol
induced rape. In 28 cases the

“This means that if the
numbers for the first half of

. Victim was attacked by some-

can expect in the second half

one they knew.
The HSU Police Department held a rape, aggression
defense course Sunday. “(The
course) teaches mostly common sense and a lot of awareness,” Aleli Lawson, Rape Ag-

of the year, this year’s report-

gression

Defense

the

“About

85

boldt

reported

rapes in Arcata. So-

far this year there have been
none.
One

of the

biggest

prob-

sister,
not

like

other

any

report their attack and in the

self defense case of drug
EVEFP induced rape,
I've
some

taken.”

people

don’t remember being at-

County

knew their offender,” Kendall Schestman,

we

lems officers face when dealing with rape is that some
people do not

percent of sex- class
ual assault survivors in Hum-

what

“There hasn’t been rape at
HSU since April of 2001, Lawson said.”
Last year there were three

Jaime May, art history senior,

take this class.”

represent

time.

organizer

said. “Every mother,
girlfriend and
wife needs to “|t's

year

ed assaults will exceed - last
year’s,” Schestman said.
According to the crisis team
one in three women will be
sexually assaulted in their life-

and Administrative Coordinator of UPD, said.
The program has a mix of
instructors, teachers, UPD officers, and HSU students.
“It’s not like any other selfdefense class I’ve ever taken,”

:

there were

Jaime May tacked.
“(People
don’t report being raped) for many reasons.
They feel ashamed, afraid,

ART HISTORY

Clinic Assistant for Six Rivers
Planned Parenthood, said.

SENIOR

@enrerver

PHOTO BY MARGARET

CARLSTROM

Jaime May, HSU art history senior, fends of a would-be attacker for the rape and
agression defense course in the Goodwin Forum.
They are many drugs that

they don’t want to be victim-

are

ized anymore, they have the
wrong information and think
it will not make a difference,”
Mira Friedman, youth services
coordinator of Planned Parenthood, said. “It will make
a difference. It can be documented.”
reese
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date-rape

drugs. One drug is Rohypnol,

better known as “Rophies.”
Rohypnol is usually slipped

into someone’s drink. It may
take anywhere between 10 to
20 minutes to take affect and
two hours to peak.
.
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The drug can work itself
out of someone’s body within
24 hours.

Hoffman-LaRoche,
the
company currently producing
Rohypnol, is making a new pill
that will have the number 542
see Defense, next page
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Defense:
eContinued from previous page

' engraved on it and will have a

dye that will be seen when it is
slipped into a drink.
“I have some reservations,”

Traditional

ltaltan

CIR
e ete
rice

Diners

as
Pellertle aeel ee

Schestman said.
Schestman said she wonders how long it will take for
the dye to be seen and if it

could be seen in a dark drink.
Rohypnol is a_ colorless
and odorless drug, which dissolves quickly into drinks and

induces amnesia.

aS

Question: Why do Christians oppose the theory of evolution when there's so much scientific evidence
to support it?
Answer: Admittedly, | cannot represent all evangelical Christians on this subject, because there are different points of view even
among those who interpret the Bible conservatively. For example, some believe in a“young earth” (6,000 to 10,000 years old), while
others, including me, believe a strong case can be made for an old earth and universe. But we do share in common several concerns
about the theory of evolution.
First, the theory of evolution is taught as fact, in spite of the very real flaws, inadequacies, and evidence to the contrary. For example:
the “Big Bang” theory, once opposed by many scientists, has now won the day, and the general consensus in the scientific community
is that the universe had a beginning, consistent with Genesis 1:1. Scientists now generally believe the universe is approximately 14
billion years old, and the earth about 5 billion. After cooling down time, they figure there were only 170 million to 400 million years
for non-life chemicals to evolve into life forms. No scientists believe that that is enough time. Michael Behe, microbiologist from
Lehigh University, wrote:“The probability of linking together just 100 amino acids to create one protein molecule by chance would
be the same as a blindfolded man finding one marked grain of sand somewhere in the Sahara desert - and doing it not just once
but three different times.”
Second, the fossil records simply do not support the theory of evolution. Rocks dated by scientists to be 570 million years old contain
fossil records that show a sudden appearance of nearly all animal phyla. They appear fully formed without any evidence of the
transitional stages which one would expect if Darwinist evolution were true. Darwin himself acknowledged that the evidence was
not yet there to prove his theory, but he expected it. Now, 120 years later, our fossil knowledge has greatly expanded, with fossils for
1/4 million species. But they disprove rather than prove Darwinism. Even noted Darwinian paleontologist Stephen Jay Gould from
Harvard acknowledges the lack of support in the fossils:
“The extreme rarity of transitional forms in the fossil record
persists as the trade secret in paleontology. The evolutionary
trees in our textbooks have data only at the tips and nodes of
their branches. The rest is inference, however reasonable,
not the evidence of the fossils.”
Third, Darwin said, “If any complex organ existed which could not possibly have been formed by numerous, successive slight
modifications, my theory would completely break down.” Now we know that even the simplest self-replicating cells have numerous
irreducible complex systems. The human eye is enough to shatter his theory.

Fourth, Carl Sagan writes in Broca’s Brain (Random House, 1979) that “the receipt of a single message from space” would be enough
for him to know there is intelligent life out there in the universe. The movie “Contact’ starring Jodie Foster, was inspired by his book.
One message of numbers from space - enough to prove intelligent life. Well, if that’s the case, what about the incredible language and
messages found in the DNA of every plant and animal on earth? One human cell contains more DNA information than 30 volumes
of the Encyclopedia Britannica. The scientific case for Intelligent Design is more than compelling.

Fifth, Darwinism is more a philosophy than a science. There is far greater evidence for Intelligent Design than for non-intelligent,
non-purposeful random natural processes. Yet there is a very clear philosophical bias against allowing the intelligent Design theory to
be taught alongside Darwinian evolution. The scientific methodology is not synonymous with the atheistic philosophy of naturalism,
yet many assume that is so. Darwinists need to be open to the truth, even if it leads to an Intelligent Designer. And they need to be
willing to allow a level playing field in the pursuit of truth at every level of public education.
***TO VIEW OTHER ASK THE PASTOR ARTICLES VISIT: WWW.SOLIDROCKARCATA.COM***

_

ARCATA FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY WORSHIP: 8 a.m. (mild), 9:15 a.m. (medium), 11 a.m. (hot) * COLLEGE BREAKFAST/BIBLE STUDY:
9:15 a.m. Sundays (Judson Hall) * SOLID ROCK COLLEGE FELLOWSHIP: 7 p.m. Thursdays (Lighthouse
:
Room) *CALL 822-0367 FOR MORE INFORMATION

“Rohypnol is a central nervous depressant,” Schestman
said. “It causes extreme loss
of motor control. It is very intoxicating and it makes you
stumble. You can’t move. In
an extreme case it can cause
a coma.”
Rohypnol is illegal in the
United States, but in some
countries it is used as a pre-operative anesthesia for surgery.
The
Drug’
Enforcement
Agency believes Rohypnol is
rising in popularity amongst
the teenage crowd because of
two common misconceptions.
Many believe the drug is
not alterable because it comes
in pre-sealed bubble packs and
that the drug cannot be detected by urinalysis testing.
Rohypnol has similar effects to diazepam (Valium)
but, Rohypnol is approximately 10 times more potent.
It can be lethal when it is
mixed with alcohol and other
depressants, and can produce
physical and _ psychological
dependence.
Other
consequences
_include visual and gastrointestinal disturbances, memory
loss, and urinary retention.
“People can die because
it is a high intensity depressant drug. Someone can stop
breathing or go into a coma,”
Bryce Kyburz, RAD Instructor

and Health Educator, said.

Rohypnol can be addicting.
Once dependence has been established people have to gradually quit. Abstention induces
withdrawal symptoms, which
include
headaches,
muscle
pains, extreme anxiety, tension, restlessness, confusion,

and irritability. Numbness,
tingling of the extremities, loss
of identity, hallucinations, de-

lirium,

convulsions,

and cardiovascular
also may occur.

shock,
collapse

For tips to keep safe

from drug-induced
rape, see page 23
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Can science ensure national security?

Economic
stimulus tied to
national security
in $100 billion
research and
development
budget

da, named “Promoting Innovation and Competitiveness,”

by Nolan O’Brien

outlines his plans for the various types of research and de-

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory was immediately called upon in response to the Sept. 11 attacks.
Providing prototype, breathdetecting radar technology to
search through ground-zero
rubble, the nuclear weapons
laboratory applies scientific
and technological concepts to
* ensure

tional

get to over $100 billion. Bush
has also created a council of
advisors charged with making

recommendations
regarding
the role of science and technol-

ogy in fighting terrorism and
the strengthening of the U.S.

economy

through energy ef-

ficiency.

Bush’s

Technology

said. Cochran acts as the Dep-

uty Associate Director of Lawrence

Livermore’s

Nonpro-

liferation, Antiterrorism and
International Security program.
Formed

ten

years

ago

the

year INtO

technology
the

OUt worries

field.”

signed

W.

has

into

funding

increases — for

Steven Cochran

and

of

illicit

nu-

clear

weap-

ons __

trade,

the program

Deputy Associate DIRECTOR, now
NONPROLIFERATION, ANTI-TERRORISM,

devel-

ops technoland
response
strategies for events effecting
national and international security.

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY ogies

science and
technology, helping to push
the largest ever federal research and development bud-

Soviet

subsequent

Presidert
George

in

response to the break-up of

secu- “Our interest is getting Union,

past

law

scien-

“Defense is always at a disadvantage,” Steve Cochran

na-

rity,Over the OUr
Bush

Agen-

velopment Livermore
tists carry out.

Science Eoiror

21

PHOTO COMPLIMENTS OF LUNL

The interior of the national ignition facility recieves attention from two Lawrence
Livermore technitians. The one-million pound chamber houses nuclear research,
avoiding underground testing.

“A strategy dealing with
the weapons of others is different than dealing with your
own,” Cochran said. “We
don’t control theirs.” ©

tists.

Bio-detection technologies
researched and developed by
the

security

program

cation of biologically dangerous agents, the transportable
field laboratories were not
manned by Livermore scien-

found

use at the Olympic games in
Salt Lake City. Providing advanced analysis and identifi-

The
Stevenson-Wydler
Technology Innovation Act
of 1980, and its subsequent
amendments in the Federal
Technology Transfer Act of
1986, placed the responsibility

of transferring technologies to
the commercial sector into the
hands of Federal laboratory
scientists and engineers.
“We don’t actually get out

on the front lines very much,”
Cochran said.
Private businesses can obtain ownership rights to valuable
intellectual
property
see Security, page 23

INTERNATIONAL TATTOO GARREN
€
INSTANT GRANFICRTION
BORY PrERCING STURO

#64 Sunny Brae Center

Arcata
(707)822-7420

-

Open everyday! M-Sat 10-30-6 Sun 10:30-5

Specializing
in Hand Blown Art Glass

CUSTOM
TRADITIONAL
JAPANESE

STERILE

COVER-UPS

Smoking Accessories
We also do Custom Orders and Repairs
Cool new doggy section!

-
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PROFESSIONAL

OLD & NEW
SCHOOL

Disc Golf Supplies
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Mention “Par infinity” end receive 10% off

Great Gift Ideas aHome

Décor

CANDLES, INCENSE, VASES, LAMPS, JARS, HOISERY
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DO IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME |
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SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
107-442-6736
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“We need your
help to make a
difference.”
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Danielle Yerman, HSU Student

Become a leisure companion

HCAB

AOL ma Li

Calling out a new generation to fulfill God's purpose
..to worship
_..to know God
..to make Him known

devotion
andion
’ ..f0 ive for Jesus with pass
..88 friends in a caring, loving community
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Matt CRAWFORD
Mark McCulloch, owner of Mr. Fish in Eureka, dissects a Humboldt Bay salmon.
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Battling for genetic labeling laws
California’s Agriculture Committee shoots down
mandatory labeling law, Oregon to follow suit

Y

by Antonio Muniz
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Buyer beware is the catch phrase that could
best be associated with California Assembly
Bill 791.
Passed through the California Senate Aug.
26, it failed to get through the agriculture committee Thursday.
The bill, authored by assembly member Virginia Strom-Martin, was the first of its kind in
the United States and if it had been signed into
law it would have required fish and shell fish
that had been genetically modified to carry a
health notice to the consumer.
The bill questions growth hormones present
in transgenic fish farmed in the United States.
The Veterinary Drug statute charges the
Food and Drug Administration to first test the
fish as a new animal

Sunday service 10:00 AM

Meets in McKinieyvile
Activity Center
Directors.

Orive North on Hwy 101. Take Central Ave
Ext in McKinieyvitie.
Turn off Central Ave
onto Pickett Rd and take the second
entrance into Pierson Park. Sunday
services are in the Activity Center
1620 Pickett Rd, McKinieyville.
WEY. ROWNISIL COM
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culture evaluated the affects of transgenic fish
on wild populations.
Purdue animal scientist Bill Muir and biologist Rick Howard found that genetically modified fish could pose a considerable threat to the
native species, especially if they are allowed to ©

grow near oceans or net pens.
These growing techniques are more cost effective than land-based growing systems, yet
the possibility of escape, crossbreeding with
native fish and competition for food does exist.
The National Atlantic Salmon Conservation
Organization,

gives Consumers

health risks exist.
of what they’
The concerns over
these fish include al- consuming.”
lergic reactions, toxicity and contamination
from diseased fish.
Fis ProGram Director,
Tracie
Letterman,
the Fish Program Director at the Center for
Food Safety in Washington, D.C. said, “The
Center was highly supportive of California AB
791 because it gives consumers an idea of what
they’re buying and consuming.”
Along with the health risk presented to humans there are also environmental risks to native fish populations if the genetically modified
fish ever escaped into the wild.
Mary Morgan, the Principal Consultant on
the Joint Committee on Fisheries and Aqua
' Culture said, “There is a concern about the aggressive Atlantic fish that are grown at an accelerated rate due to the fact that they would compete for native habitat.”
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Often transgenic fish contain an active
growth hormone gene that causes them to
grow as much as 10 to 30 times faster than normal salmon.
A study conducted by Purde University in
conjunction with the U.S. Department of Agri-

re

an

buying

ided with whom the Unit-

and ed States
is a member,
established

guide-

lines in June

of last

year

raising

about

Tracie Letterman transgenic fish. One
CENTER FOR Foon Sarery Tule states that trans-

genic fish should only
be raised in a secure land-based system. All

members of the organization agreed to abide
by these guidélines.
For the moment California is on the forefront
for legislation concerning transgenic fish.
Oregon will have a bill on the ballot in Nov.

concerning

the labeling of transgenic

food

products.

“California consumers should be entitled to
make informed decisions about genetically engineered fish,” Strom-Martin said in an August

2002 press release.
More then 33 countries have verbally stated
they will introduce some form of labeling for

gerietically modified fish.
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Security: Research center to
advise policy, strategy makers

workshops, the research center is attempting to guide current strategy and policy actions to create a more secure
world. None of the center’s

to experts involved in science
and technology, industry, na-

tional

security

and

i ste Ani in, fie oy

TOFU ¢40P
Fine Tofu Products
nent * ORGAME
—
bs

Mla

through cooperative research
and development agreements.
“Our interest is getting our
technology out into the field,”
Cochran said.
Development of licensable
technology, however, is only
a part of the job Cochran’s
program is tasked with. The
center for Global Security Research is an outreach project of
the program. ©
Putting together a series of

ries. “But there are two ways
to influence policy.”
Cochran first explained the
importance of understanding
what relevant policy issues are
when choosing projects.
“A lot of policy makers are
not very technically inclined,”
Cochran said in conclusion.
“They need to understand
what technology can and can’t
do.”
Invitations to next Wednesday’s workshop have gone out

2

e Continued from page 21

23

govern-

ment agencies.

four permanent staff members

The research group will
work to formulate specific

were available for comment.
“We don’t set policy,” Cochran said of the workshop se-

predictions useful for the definition of national security
strategy and policy.

FRESH * BAKED * SMOKED ° SPREADS
Ask for them in your favorite Market,

Deli or Restaurant

TOFU SHOP SPECIALTY FOODS, INE
65 Frank Martin Court, Arcata, CA

95521

© Phone/Fax: 707 °822°7401

Sexual Assault Safety Tins
¢ Take care of your friends. Have a buddy
system when you go out.

'

combs with wooden bristles to nicky
massage scalp. They will not tear hair or
scratch the scalp. Three styles for all
types of hair or scalp sensitivity. All

¢ Never accept an open drink from
someone you don't know.

have replacement bristles.
Bamboo style
for wavy or
thick hair

¢ Never leave your drink unattended.
¢ Trust your instincts.

¢ Even if you have a suspicion of heing
assaulted, let the police know.

Talk about date-rape drugs with your
+H someone offers to got yous drink say]
“Thanks, Ill go with you.’
+ Hyou are drum, woazy of sick, don't he
sem nak ee pan fanerIme oF

“tt your faut.
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Eureka —

‘

1031 H Street

Ma
Arcata

THE BEST THE vee
WORLD HAS:
TO OFFER

822-3450

|

® Special Student & Faculty Fares ® Discounted International Ainfs oa
® Eurail Tickets Issued On Site
® Specialized Group Tours
@ Cruises ¢ Customized Travel
% Downtown Eureka

At McKinleyville Office

ta McKinleyville

522 F Street
Eureka 95501

2019 Central Avenue
McKinleyville 95519

707.443.2778

707.839.4381

info@dalianes.com

mckin@dalianes.com

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS TO SERVE YOU
customized tours + cruises + lodging « group travel
list.
Want to-hear about more great travel? Join dye mailing

D Phowe uo, e-aull un or vit WWW.DALIANRRCOM,
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Guest COLUMN

Student
Intro Rate
Readings

KHSU 90.5 FM Sunday at 10 pm e Monday at! pm

(707) 668-5408

astroesalinarain.com

Melinda Myers is a teacher of psychology and women’s studies at HSU. She also

s
4

We've Confused
Comfort and Fashion
at the Totem Pole
McKinleyville Shopping Center
840-0968

owns Good Relations, a lovers’ boutique, in Old Town Eureka and is the mother

‘of two boys. She will be teaching a pair of seminars titled Choices and Changes
in Sexuality Sept. 29 and Oct. 5 through the psychology department. If you are
interested in attending or have questions you would like answered, e-mail her at:
mm3@humboldt.edu
by Melinda Meyers
Q:
I'm having trouble meeting people.
Do you have any suggestions about how I
can find a potential partner besides the bar
scene?

A:
Many people are disappointed when
they come to college because they think that
it will suddenly be easy for them to hook up.
While it can seem like everyone but you is getting dates (and all that goes with it), I can assure you that you aren’t the only one missing
out.

First of all, you need to figure out what it is
you want. Do you want a partner for the longterm, a commitment-free roll in the hay or
something in between?
Most couples meet by being introduced by
mutual friends or family members, at a party,
or at work. Rarely do two strangers meet eyeto-eye, fall madly in love, and live happily ever
after.
With that in mind, let your friends know
you're interested in meeting people. Look
around in your classes and the places where
you enjoy spending time.
It is easy to fall into a pattern where you size
up every new person you meet as a potential
mate. It is best if you avoid that, and work on
making friends.
The

friendships

will

last longer,

and

the

skills you hone building the friendship will
stand you in good stead when you do decide to
build a partnership.
If what you’re looking for is something more
casual, then it is best to be up front about that.
Honesty and integrity in a relationship is paramount. This is a small community, and an even
smaller school. If you treat people callously, it

doesn’t take long for word to get around. Be-

MASTERCARD AND VISA ACCEPTED

sides that, bad sex karma is nothing to fool

around with.

rene a eee:

There are a number of men and women
looking for purely physical relationships. Ask
for what you want, and be honest about what
you intend. Take “no” gracefully, be grateful
for “yes” and play safe.
Q:
Let's say you and your partner are
having sex, and the girl is on her period and
the guy does not use protection, can the girl
still get pregnant?

What does it mean when you had sex two
days ago, and it hurts to pee — like it stings —
also having to go pee every 10 minutes?
A:

Yes, you can get pregnant if you have

sex without protection, even if you’re menstruating.

It is less likely, but there are plenty of people who have become pregnant that way. This
is because often women ovulate at weird times,
so it becomes hard to predict when she is fertile.
In addition, sperm are very resourceful.
They can hide out for a number of days, just
waiting for an unsuspecting ovum to pass by.
Your best bet is to use protection every time
you have intercourse. Discuss your options
with your woman’s healthcare provider to
make an informed decision.
Experiencing pain after urinating is a drag,
but it happens to many women following sexual activity. The urethra is fairly short, and sex
fluids can enter it easily.
This can result in a urinary tract infection or

a local irritation. Both of these conditions can
make urinating painful, and/or more frequent.

There is a quick, painless test that can be
done at the Health Center or your doctor’s of-

fice to see if you have an infection, in which
case a brief (usually 3-day) course of antibiot-

ics will take care of it. Whether it is an infection
or not, drinking water helps the discomfort, as
does cranberry juice.
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country

chopped

we don’t drive

All these things are conthen the money

that we spend in the military, and in fighting the drug
war takes the money out of
schools. So all these things
are connected and I think it’s

attention

really important that those of

us that are in the peace com-

pen-

munity start coming together
and understanding the inter-

Abu Jamal. Ja-

mal was accused of shooting
and killing police officer Dan-

connection of all these different issues. Some people are really into one issue more than

in Philadelphia,

Penn. Jamal is still appealing.
Since its inception, the festival has continued as tradition.
Franti said that this year he
wants to emphasize that his

another, but it’s time that the
peace community has a pollitical voice. And it doesn’t mean

that we

have you been, in

is it that

Americans are so materialistic
and so set on America being
number one in the world. And
why are they so set on separating themselves from the rest
of the world community? The
thing that I say to people in
other countries is that there's
a big, big difference between
the people that live in America and our governmet poli-

cies. And they say, ‘Ok, well

that may very well be true, but

Wow, all over.

Yea, a lot of different places.
And, what are people's
reactions in way of a global
conciousness as you travel
around and talk to different

people?
Well, the thing that people
ask me the most as I go to othThe

Pewee

if that’s so true then why don’t
Americans raise their voice
about

what

the

government

is doing?’ Why don’t we vote?
Why don’t we participate? Act
direct action.
And umm, I don’t have a
great answer for them, except
that I try to encourage as many
aesenwe

people as possible to be active

in whatever way they see fit.
Whether it be voting or direct
action or some other form of
working for social change.
But people around the
world are really scared of the
Bush administration and the
Bush administration’s failure
to see that American business practices have led people
around the planet to feel hurt
and to feel angry. The way
they look and choose to subdue that anger is with violence
rather than looking at some of
the core issues of why people
around this planet are hungry,
or why they are angry.
When you wrote the lyrics ‘We can bomb the world
to pieces, but we can’t bomb

it into peace’ was that in re.

:

Ke

HP

LEAK
He we

to raise our voices

to create

social change. Society changes when attitudes of the community change, not when the
leaders pass laws. The leaders
pass laws based upon what
they see in the community
and that’s what we need to do;
is being very vocal and very
loud about what our views
and opinions are about these

es

Where

the country and in the world?
Well, this summer, since we
were last here we've been in
Australia, France, Germany,
England, Belgium, Holland,
Italy, Canada...

er countries is why

up

as

much as we are. If you don’t
take time to eat well, or for
sleep, or to go for walks, or interact with the people besides
the people in your band you
kindof get tunnel vision.

to sign

cee

Michael Franti performed at the fourth annual Power to the Peaceful Festival this year.

all have

for any one particular party,
it doesn’t mean that we have
to support any one particular
candidate. It just means that
just as the religious right in
America was during the early eighties — getting Bush and
Reagan and all these people
elected — we as a peace community need to organize and

ng

’

cries of grief, relating to the

Sept. 11 tragedy, are not cries
of war, and quoted Martin Luther King in saying, “Peace is
not merely the absence of war,
but the presence of justice.
In this interview, Franti
reveals some of his personal thoughts and feeling of
the state of the nation, of the
world, and it’s people.
So you’ve been touring
around a lot lately, how do
you keep the energy alive
show after show?
Well, I love music. And I believe that music is one of the
healing arts. You know, music
has the ability to draw emotions out in us that don’t often
have a chance to be expressed.
In my life I get bummed out or
low when my emotions don’t
have a chance to be expressed.
But through music I always
have that opportunity to let
my feelings come out. Also,
trying to take care of yourself,
you know it’s really important
when you’re out on the road as

it’s why

nected, and

to the controversial court case

iel Faulkner

being

solar cars.

Franti’s devotion to justice has been lifelong. In 1999
Franti and Spearhead threw
the first Power to the Peaceful
Festival on Sept. 11 in Golden
Gate Park.
The festival was organized

alty of Mumia

are

down, it’s why herb is illegal
and

_and Spearhead.

dealth

AR TL Py

If you look at what's happening in the corporate world,
you can draw a connection as
to why we're at war right now.
The United States interest in
oil, our dependency upon oil
— it’s why we're at war, it’s
why trees in this part of the

Sept. 11 rocked the nation
and the world. And the people in this country, often times
led by musicians, raised their
voices.
Leading the way to a higher
political
consciousness
through music was respected
hip hop artist Michael Franti

the

itt Oe

music writing?

pression of music.

concerning

te,

here is probably no better reflection of cultural
history than in the ex-

I

sponse to the tragedy of Sept.
11? And, has that tragedy and
others since then in our corporate world inspired more

Scene Epiror

to draw emergency

AeBO

by Wendy Lautner

A

Michael Franti delivers state of nation

issues.
Is that what you’re trying

to do with your music?
Yea, it’s one of those things.
You know, I hope to help to
unite the peace community,
but the other thing I like to do
with my music is to let people
see Franti, page 29
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San Francisco-bred Vinyl will play Friday at Six Rivers Brewery in Eureka.

Vinyl returns to town Friday night
by Wendy Lautner
SCENE EDITOR

funk infestation is predicted to take over the
ix Rivers Brewery in
Eureka on Friday by the jams
of San Francisco-bred Vinyl
and their “Flea Market” album tour.
“Flea

Market,”

released

aides

Asal
MSV ae

Fureka

try.

“{Touring] is really how
get the ball rolling,”

2001, has been a well-received

you

braid of old-school funk beats,

Vaughan said. “We're a live
band, that’s really what our

the band’s bass player Geoff

deal is. So giving people a
dose of what we do is really
what it’s all about.”

Vaughan.
“The concept going into
that album - we wanted to
mix a bunch of songs that we

Having
played
on_ the
main stage at High Sierra Music Festival, at the House of
Blues during the New Orleans

had already written with jams
that we came up with in the
studio,” Vaughan said. “We
wanted to weave these jams
sort of in-and-out of the other
songs, and have it be kind of
a continuum flowing through
the whole album.”
Twining tunes has been a
hobby: for Vinyl band members since the beginning.
“Our influences come from
each person’s musical history, and actually the name
Vinyl is a reference to everyone’s record collections. The
ideas from our music come
from combinations of all the
things that we've heard over
the years.”
“Flea Market” alloys beats
from old-school funk, Latin
rhythms and a reggae vibe,
dishing up creative grooves to

lore

keep a body moving all night
long.
“! think we pulled it off,”
Vaughan said.
Since its inception in keyboardist Jonathan Korty’s Mill
Valley garage in 1995, Vinyl
has released three albums and
has toured all over the coun-

in

Latin lines and a thick reggae pulse beating at the heart
of the musical fabric, said

Wo

URTESY OF Risisnane egress

Jazz Festival and at the Great

American Music Hall, where
the band plans to record its
latest live album in November,
not to mention plenty of times
locally at Café Tomo, Vinyl is
no stranger to the stage.
Vaughan cited one of this
year’s highlight performances
as the New Orleans Jazz Fes-

tival.
“There is no time — it’s a
round-the-clock = program,”
Vaughan said in reference to
the festival. “As a musician it’s
so inspiring because you get to
see sO many great players, it
just gets you all fired up.”
Relying entirely on_ instrumentals as the building
blocks to fuse familiar dance
beats into a clean structured
network of notes is the fun-

damental essence of Vinyl’s
eight- piece original orchestra.
“We've got a basic structure
of the way we like our songs
to sound,” Vaughan said. “The
improvisation comes through
the soloists. There’s lots of
horn lines going on and distinctive recognizable lines in
the songs that people know
pretty well.”
While
Vaughan _ keeps

“Depending
on
how the crowd
it injects
energy
essentially into the
music,”
Geoff Vaughan
BASS PLAYER
VINYL

the bass line, Doug Thomas
chimes in on saxophone and
flute, and Jonathan Korty on
Hammond organ, keyboard
and harp. Antonio Onorato
plays congas and _ timbales,
and is temporarily standing
in for brother Sean Onorato
on percussion and bongos.
Danny Cao keeps a steady
horn line on the trumpet, Billy
Frates plays guitar and Alexis
Razon plays drums.
The musicians play for the
people.
“Depending on how the
crowd is, it injects energy essee Vinyl, page 29
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S727
squonk
fri sept 20 & sat sept 21

in the genre of BLUE MAN GROUP and STOMP
“ingenious!
hallucinatory!
hypnotic!”
—the new york times

one probably
his more strang-

er creations of late with the
title cut (“One Big Trip”) as
Lootpack and Dialted deliver

standard if not suitable efforts.
The Pack’s “Movie 2 Groupies” makes for a fun spin while
the People’s get a bit formulaic on “Downtown” (although
it is nice to hear Evidence behind the boards again).
As
for
Hieroglyphics,
One Big Trip (soundtrack)
“Think Again” stands out as
CD/DVD (Hieroglyphics)
the clutch appearance from
the collective. Produced by
Seemingly the first of its Domino, each member stands
kind, well regarded Dilatup and at attention upon reed Peoples (amongst others)
ceiving their spot in the song.
music-video
director Jason
Granted, each effort is well
Goldwach
(aside producer
conceived, somewhat dragPeter Bittenbender) team up
ging production may steer
with
indie-mogul
Damian
some lazy listeners attention
“Domino” Siguenza (Hiero,
after a few spins. Casual keeps
of course) to churn out one
his ranks up as well as with
very interesting film/album
a bump-soul connection for
package. One side you have
“Hydra” though. As “Sowea compact disc soundtrack,
to” and “G.U.O.M.D.” with
highlighting exclusives from
beats from A+ and Opio rethe likes of Del, Jurassic 5, Dimind some of lesser fab joints
lated and Da Lootpack (along
from the last Souls of Mischief
with 4 new Hiero collectives),
full length. All the while, the
on the flip you have a Road
overall Hiero effort makes for
Rules-esque roadtrip DVD of
an interesting transition to the
the same name.
eventually dropping album.
While the technology slightPackaged and presented
ly limits where you can listen as this, makes for one of the
to the album (some car stereos
year’s more notable releases,
might not bump), the album
the first of a kind DVD/CD
packs some serious heat for
in one with an almost stelan indie-project of this stature. lar roster of songs from toThere’s not one name your
underground-to-overday’s
average, or even unlearned,
ground stars. One Big Trip’s
of.
heard
hasn’t
head
hip-hop
soundtrack is worthy of a litClub smashes from Royce Da
tle nit-picking but undeniably
59 (“Runnin’”) and Tha Liks
solid regardless.
J-Ro (“What U Lookin’ At?”)
- Peter Agoston
will garner popular heat, even
Dan The Automator crosses genres for the cross-genre

heads with the funky-ass DTA

& The Magic Disco Machine's .
“Make the People Sway”. Fittingly, Del takes it out there

«
fri sept 27

ens

sams toudenee GOV te
thurs oct3

HUMBOLDT HOMECOMING

kate buchanan hall 9pm

luciano & jah messenjah

nd

conscionsronseore humboldt cal

mon oct 7 direct from west africa!

GniGgeiel
du senegal

high-energy company of

OTA

Ree.

MULE

tues oct 8 kate buchanan hall 8pm

Byla bottine souriante
from quebec

a foot-stomping
blend of celtic rhythms

COMING
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SOON

PeIGlnise

(eli

adit

een evening of native american song & dance

., masters of persian music
ieey evening of celtic music
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The Rezonators perform at the Humbrewers picnic.

FEATURING
the finest

|
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Local brewers offer tasting party

Annual picnic promises fun for the whole family
Designated drivers on Sat-

by Matthew Donner
LUMBERJACK STAFF

With
Bebop-and-Brew
steadily acquiring popularity,
local beer lovers might be interested in a tasty alternative.

wesday - Saturday
Noon - SPM
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We Make Choices Sucrien..
Did you know that because of
tobacco industry advertising,
college students are the fastest
growing demographic of new
smokers. Kind of makes you
wonder about becoming
just another statistic.

This Saturday the 24th annual Humbrewers Family Pic-

nic will be at Mad River Park.
It will benefit the Legal Services of Northern California.
Each of Humboldt County’s

five

Cigarette smoking is the leading
preventable cause of death in the US.

Cc
E
Lvs
443-8019 ~ choice@humfire.org
www.humfire.org/CHOICE
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of opportunity

“This

to ask

Tere?
‘eo eeeet

ques-

event

is

a_

fun
beer

basically
gourmet
club,”

Jennifer Barry,
EVENT COORDNIATOR
LOCAL

AND

BREWER

tions at a separate display,”
said Barry.
In addition, there will be
volleyball

courts,

horseshoe

pits, and a Frisbee golf course,
along with a drawing for a

bo lt
uvt
AUDIO & VIDEO

Don't Get Duped

aes

—

Mad River, Lost Coast, Six
Rivers, Eel River, and Humboldt Brewing Co. — will be
showing off some of their finest creations of malt beverages
from individual booths, with a
‘separate booth specifically set
aside for the home brewers.
“This event is basically a
fun gourmet beer club,” said
Jennifer Barry, event-coordinator and local brewer. “It really maintains the feeling of a
family environment.”

Be Informed!

This a€ made peanible by grant 0 O1- 18002 vith thesepertment
ef Meakth Services, Calidornia

microbreweries

urday will have the opportunity of sampling different
home brewers sodas this year.
“For those interested in
learning more about actual
home brewing techniques for
themselves, there will plenty

Good

Day Sunshine

tie-died

T-shirt.
Six local bands, including
Kulica, Marla Jey and Mike

Conboy, The Backseat Drivers,
Spud Gun, Living Rooms and
The Rezonators will perform
throughout the day.
“This is the most bands
we've ever had at this event,”

said Marvin Samuels of The
Legal Services of Northern
California.
The
Legal
Services
of
Northern California, is a non-

profit organization that helps
low-income individuals, and
the elderly.
“I think

Humbrewers

are

a wonderful organization,”
Samuels said. “We appreciate. all their support. In fact,
they’re our biggest supporter in the Humboldt and Del
Norte counties.”
According to Samuels the
picnic used to be a members
see Humbrewers, page 34
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Franti: Discusses importance of music to life
e Continued from page 25
baker, so they gave. me a job
of

have fun. Allow tits to be a

the

cakes.

to celebrate to raise their voic-

es and to shake and dance and
allow their bodies to move.

They

ry started playing songs to the

When do you first remember being inspired by music?

rhythm of putting the cakes in
these boxes and it helped us
get through the monotony of
the job. And then we started
this band called the Beatniks
in 1986. And since that time

When I got into college I
had a job at this cake factory
these frozen

cakes that they sold at Safeway. I was not a very good

Vinyl: Group plays for the peopl

I've been in love with music,
you know, and I have felt the
power of music in my own
life and how it affects me on‘a
day-to- day basis and how important it is to me. And I don’t
know if music can change the
world over night, but I know
that it can help us get through
a difficult night, and sometimes, that’s really all we need

had this machine that we had
to put a cake in this box and
put it in the machine and you
hit a button and it made this
rhythm. Me and my friends
that worked in the cake facto-

space for people to let go of
their self conciousness and be
with other people who want

where we made

boxing

29

is just to make it into tomor-

row.

Continued from page 26

sentially into
Vaughan said.

the

music,”

Vaughan said that Vinyl always enjoys venturing

to Humboldt County venues because the people have
great energy and know how

there’s nothing more fun
than that,” Vaughan said.
The show is 21 and

eC
a
Tickets can be purchased
for $12 in advance at The

Metro CDs and Tapes in Arcata, The Works in Eureka
and Arcata, or at the door

to have fun and appreciate | for $15.
music.
“Traveling around, playing to enthusiastic crowds,
that’s really why we do this,

sun, sep 29 © east gym, hsu © 7 pm
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EVERY WEDNESDAY-“RETRO"-Best and Worst of the '80s
no cover- $1.50 specials 8-10PM- Dj Swoop
EVERY
FRI AND SAT- “AFTERHOURS"-Open
till 4AM
Fri Sept 6- The Bone Carpenters/Djs
Receiver and j-Sua
Sat Sept 7- Massagana/Scrooge Allas One Wise and Gideon

Tues Sept 10- Railroad Earth-jam band
Frid Sept 13-

Kulica/Dj Receiver and Paul Madeira

Sat Sept 14- Lyckitty Split/Astarte/Reggae Relief Djs
Tues Sept 17- Siobhan Duvall
Fri Sept 20- KSLG

—

ers Ball w/Force of Nature

and Djs Throb(Recelver) and Grissel(Red)

Sat Sept 21-

Re-leaf Dancehall Massive

* Fo Sept 27-Release Underground with
Liberty

Vibe Underground and

Flower and Thumper
(Dmitri from Lower Haight and Natalie Love)
Sept 28-

326

Sth

ceaali

-

Massagana w/ Reggae Relief Djs

St_

Eureka

2GD-OZS2

for

imfo

Humboldt's #7 Night Club
535 5th St. e Eureka

Don Jueezle presents

14

UY

Ouewers =
a ee
other Bay Area artists. Doors open
at 9 C 0. Ope »n Mic 10:00 Tickets available at
all eae outlets. $10 advance, $12 at the door

PHPPHH

FFF 94444444449
4444444

INDUSTRIAL

NIGHT!

mm

Kachimbo gives salsa a local flavor

by Erin Miyabara

are one of the only bands in

Most of the music that peo-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

the United States that plays
this style. Kachimbo’s members strive to create salsa mu-

ple in the United States think
of as contemporary
salsa
comes from the ‘50s and ‘60s.

sic that is both contemporary

There isa lot more going on

and authentic. Most of the
band’s members have traveled to Cuba and some of
them have connections to the

musically in Cuba today that
Kachimbo’s members try to
capture, interpret, and use. Ac-

Brewery in Eureka this Satur-

Tilers BB Fat Eanes
Sareea: he
City Music, CrescentCi

SEPTEMBER

Kachimbo will play at Six Rivers Brewery in Eureka Saturday night.

achimbo (pronounced
“ka-cheem-bo”), Humboldt
County’s
10piece instrumental salsa band,
will play at the Six Rivers

clubwestonline.com
Call 444-CLUB
for show info.
Call 444-2624
To charge tickets byphone.

*

"PHOTO COURTESY CENTER ARTS

Doors

Kachimbo’s

music blends Cuban
rhythms

BIG

SPH SOV VHF

FRIDAY

99494444

with

jazz,

rock and soul music

“We're

open at 10 00

18 and

44444944

island that keep them in constant touch with the pulse of
new sounds there.
Howard.
Kaufman, _ co-

founder of Kachimbo,
Afro-Cuban

dance

gq

dance

band

CONGA

EVERY

Dance
with
D

J

and R&B
Charles

FRI SISFPPPPEPPEPERERERENRD
444

slave

trade

creat-

a “fascinating

mix of Europe and
Africa,”
which
in

turn

created

.a

the country’s

is a recent addition

to

late

Even the Cuban

players are

involvement,

impressed

Kachimbo’s

only places where indigenous

with

modern, authentic sound.

They

HHH OFF 9949494494444
44444

ypen at 1000
Hee aa
lifestyles

late entry into the

ed

every summer for a workshop.

Bas

+ | TRIANGLE

Tf€

different
sort of
sound. Because of

PARTY!

SUNDAY!

We

PLAYER AND FOUNDER OF KACHIMBO

Hip hop and old school R&B with resident DJs
Doors open at 10:00. 18 and over Bring |.D

PPPS

in a time capsule” because of
the isolation of Cuba.
Novotney said that Cu.
ba’s isolation and

David Penalosa,

Timba, a fusion of funk, hip
hop and salsa with roots in
repertoire.

drum

the United States is “trapped

Playing for the dancers,”

it is fun to dance to.

Kachimbo’s

brings

and

masters to Humboldt County

to produce a. sound
that is as vigorous as

Cuba,

PPPS

salsa

Penalosa_
describes
the band’s sound as
“instrumental salsa
with a timba flavor.”

VL
Industrial dance
over Bring I.D

day at 10 p.m.
“We're a dance band, we’re
playing for the dancers,” said
David Penalosa, Kachimbo’s
founding member and conga
player.

cording to Eugene Novotney,
music professor at HSU and
steel drum player in Kachim- ~
bo, most of the salsa heard in

When you support
Pacific Paradise
you're supporting
the local music scene

A Humboldt ‘oeOF
Humboldt County's kindest @ i cA
| 1087 Street, Arcata; CA'9of

African

it is one

music survived.

of the
‘The

see Kachimbo page 34
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The Casio by the Soe
Are you ready for seme football? Cher-Ae Helghts Casine Is ready tor youl Jein us
overy Monday Night for Cher-Ae Heights Pigskin Payelt. Take a seat at your
|
favorite table fer Monday Night Feetball and receive your chance te win
$50.00 every quarter just by playing Blackjack, Spanish 21, Three Card Poker er

Triple Shot. There are ne maximum spots te bet, ne qualifyinghandsandne
a
|
Waiting to winl

:
Feethall Game, you may Bet
during the the Footh
If you are playing sy your faverite
Table @ Game Guring
erite Tabi

what you want, hew you want and when you want. As long as you are playing, yeu
,
Tee
have a chance te win!

Every time a team scores during that quarter, cack playor will be given a ticket.
Whether It's a touchdown, or an extra point by your team er the eppesing team, If
you are playing at the tables whon a team scores you receive a ticket! A winner
will be drawn every quarter.

in the event there Is a nen- scoring quarter, you still could win when the ticket Is
drawn fer a delicious dinner at the heautitul Sunset Restaurant, Cher-Ae Heights
Casine's promior dinner house. Sunset Restaurant offers the finest in gourmet
dining under the direction of one of the North Coasts mest eutstanding Chefs,
:
Jack Cazal

Oe

SLOT DEPARTMENT —
-

In the Slot Bopartmont there will be Mystery Seat Cash Drawings every
quarter during the Monday Hight Feothall Game. it's always Win-Win at .
|
nn
his
Chor-Ao Heights Casine.

IT'S A PARTY AND YOU'RE INVITED TO FIREWATER LOUNGE

—

If feothall's your game, Cher-Ae Heights Firewater Lounge is the Name For The te
Game. Join us every Monday night for all the fun and excitement trom kick-off
armchair quarterbacking. DRINK SPECIALS & FREE APPETIZERS during the
game and NALF PRICE after the game!

oe

;

at 3:00 P.M.
Firewater Lounge Opens: Monday thre Thursday

inidad Exi

h
Left at Exit, Left on Scenic Dr.,1 MileSout

-

Friday and Saturday: Neon
Sunday: 10 A.M. Fer Sunday

Football

|

e and Firewater Sports Lewnge.
Monday Night Feethall Pigskin Payeff Rules are posted in the Casin

Age requirements Cher-Ae Heights Casino 18 years old
Firewater Lounge 21 years old
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FREE
LAUNDRY!
Get

a a

cavd

“

($2.00
Check

MOST

$20

and

WASH

FREE

aan

eS

Pa

wovth

value)

out

Amevica’s

BEAUTLFUL

Laundromat!

On the Hill

I2th & 6
PRCATHe

EMERALD CITT

LANNDRI

YOUR

COMPLETE

BIKE SHOP

GARY FISHER

ae

Wahoo
Mountain Bike

Mountain Biking,

key $370 | NOW 2300

Road Biking &
Children’s Bikes.

nd Tony Rebel roll into town
Looking for a good
gae show? Check this

Mateel Community Center
in Redway. Prezident Brown

out.

will kick off the show at

Prezident Brown with
special guest Queen Ifrica
and Tony Rebel will team
p Friday night at the

9 p.m. followed by Tony
Rebel at 11 p.m. Tickets are
available at all local outlets
or at the door.

© ACCeSSOrIES

©

Clothing

Bm

aco On

PRICES
Eun

Aa

Hike, Brhe,

|

Paddle

¢ Clianb

a
jv

\

- Over 65 washers and dryers
* Washiand fold service available

Por Ginette yi
I Xe ts
»
OPEN

DATUY

Oemre

TRA Ga
vw

ER SI

Serer, tis

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
» Mon-Fri 8am-10pm
Sat-Sun

Ta

adventuresedae

timeto

cam

anne

9am-10pm

4
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.

only logical home for this,
Vincent Gallo’s 4th full-length
commercially released musi-

| NON-CORPORATE

cal album.
While Gallo, who found
popular fanfare through his
directorial debut and acting

NON-CHAIN,
NON-CHAIN

|

triumph, “Buffalo 66”, it’s unsurprising that little is noted
in popular media of his overall achievements as not just an
actor/direcor, but composer,

dancer and for many - the ultimate low-brow obsession.
“Recordings Of Music
For Film” compiles 29 compo-

Vincent Gallo — Recordings

Of Music For Film (Warp ReThe convergence of British based Warp Records (home
of more than a few contemporary avant-garde tastemakers)
with whom many consider
merely an avant-garde actor/
director Vincent Gallo, is, for
the most part, unheralded.
Yet, in actuality, Warp, whose
~ garnered international acclaim
from the such wildly varied
acts as Aphex Twin, Boards of
Canada and the now-defunct
Consortium,

lo scored, directed as well as

Y

ae

GUR

acted in, with naturally, “Buffalo 66” being the sole recognizable piece for heads even
mildly familiar with his work.
Covering a timetable of 1976
to 2000, Gallo’s song writing
is tragic upon its pinnacle and
defeatingly morose at all times
otherwise. These are themes,
not anthems. A sparse pluck of
a string resonates with more
vindictive nature than a sui-

posed - simply brilliant.

seems

mot

your average video store
www.vxflix.com

We feature an exciting selection of
films that you won't find anywhere
else, in addition to a complete section

of contemporary hits

:

400 G Street * Arcata, CA«

voice: 826-1105 fax: 826-2628
236 G Street
©

Humboldt

cide note. This is feeling ex- 7.

like the

5

videos

Eureka, CA

voice: 443-8933

County's best source for DVDs
for the discriminating

&

film fan

-Peter Agoston

Back Stude
:

Instruments, Electronics, Strings
Accessories, Books, Videos

2

De®

Mon-Sat: 10:30-5:30, Sun: Noon-4

(Pie
a

1027 I St. Arcata, CA 82
student access gallery
i

Cyrus

Karshner

LaLNQ )

.sculpture
. drawings
Vi eee

Lounge

Cafe

Colleen

(HSU

Hand..

Keenan
Windows

YUL

cer

Smith

Jordan

&

art

(HSU

Gallery

ae

7

CHSU

Univer

Longo

University

Center)

.paintings
sity

Center

)

. photography

08.04.02
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THE METRO HAS IT ALL
* FRIENDLY SERVICE
*LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW
& USED CDs IN THE AREA
*SPECIAL ORDERS

- no extra charge

* GREAT SELECTION OF ACCESSORIES
* BUY, SELL, TRADE USES CDs

COMPUTERIZED
MUSIC LOOK-UP
SYSTEM

?

THE METRO CDs & TAPES * 858 G STREET
ON THE PLAZA * ARCATA * 822-9015
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Wilco plays ‘intoxicating’ show

The Lumberjack
says
"Thanks for reading!

show.
was.

And

what

a show

it

For anyone not familiar to
the Wilco sound, it is a unique
mix of country music combined with rock'n'roll. Put
simply, it’s a band who pretty
much just rocks.
The energy that the band
put out was intoxicating. Following a great set by Minus 5,
Wilco delivered something for
everyone.
The sold out Van Duzer
audience, normally seatbelted
due to the nature of the auditorium, was on their feet. The

( 4

plywood floor was bumping.
Wilco started the set with a
bunch of stuff from their newest release, “Yankee Foxtrot
Hotel,” but I was really feeling it when they busted out

\

"Finest Tattooing On
The North Coast"
Experienced Helpful Staff
SPECIALIZING IN CUSTOM TATTOOS
¢ Fine Line * Cover Ups ¢ Bold Bright Colors

with classics like “She’s A Jar”
PHOTO BY

When

I heard that Wilco

was coming to Arcata, I was
happily surprised. Not many

(707) 443-3809

island’s

&
©
2
2
eeseseeweeeew
nwewneen
eeow=
e-

modern

music

ex-

hibits a distinct Afro-Cuban
sound — a melding of traditional African call-and-response and Cuban rhythms
— and serves as inspiration
for Kachimbo.
In fact, their EP CD
Kachimbo 2000 was the only
local recording to be rated

1CO WESTWOOD CCHTER
022.0224

number one on KHSU’s CMJ
World Music charts.
:

Kachimbo’s_ distinguishing characteristic is that it
is completely instrumental.
Penalosa says that when he
put Kachimbo together in

OR

LEASE!

NSU & CH STUDENT DISCOUNTS
CO< OLD MOVIE WITH
WCW ACLEASE RENTAL
SPECIAL ORDERS
VR & DVD PLAVER RENTALS
PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
DULY ACNTAL DISCOUNTS
COTTON CANDY
FRIENDLY, CONVENIENT SEAVICC

Humbrewers: All
« Continued from page 28

only event. Outsiders were
only allowed by invitation.
“Today entry is a mere $10
donation per person, buying
you

all

the

samples(drinks)

you may deem

necessary or

you may bring five gallons of
your own special homebrew
and

bring the whole

family,”

Samuels said.
The
"If you can't get to Hollywood, get to Westwood!"
aeae

@

SPECTVE

COUPON

8

so I knew I couldn’t miss the

picnic

started

as

an

event for the Mad River Brewing Company, but came to in-

for this type of music within
a 100-mile radius. An obvious
solution was to replace them.
Kachimbo uses steel drums
and horns in place of traditional vocal sections. The established call-and-response format of salsa works the way it
sounds: a lead vocalist “calls”

Penalosa describes himself and his fellow band
members as “music junkies.” The band has been together for eight years and is
still in an expanding phase,
with no end in sight. Though
they are paid well for their
performances, the members

of Kachimbo are in it for the

something out and a chorus

sheer love of the music.
“Teaching is a full-time
“responds.” In Kachimbo eiare a full-time job.
ther the drums take the place job. Bands
I love 99 percent of it,” Noof the lead vocals and the horn
section fills in for the chorus, : votney said. “Everything exor vice versa.
cept hauling equipment.”

sz.

“Lots of the excitement
comes
from call and
re-

sponse,” Penalosa said.

—

day beer tasting for 10 bucks
volve other breweries and
homebrewers.
For those hoping to avoid
the confusion of parking at
the picnic, there will be a shuttle service going to and from
Mad River Park to the Industrial complex on the corner of
Spear and West End Rd. every
few minutes.
“We purposely try and keep
the event relatively small and
friendly. We have to cap ticket
sales at 500,” Barry said.

“It’s really peaceful and relaxing just to be there,” Barry said, “It makes you really
happy. It’s also nice to know
there’s money going to a good
cause.”
The Picnic is from noon to
6 p.m.

Tickets can be purchased at
The Metro CDs and Tapes in
Arcata or The Works in Arcata
or Eureka.

aeaae a
;

(?

should start looking for bootlegs, because it kicked ass!
~ By Jen McFerrin

of my favorite bands find the
time to make the trek up here,

1994 there were no singers

e Conintued from

1806 4th ¢ Eureka

*1/2-OF F

so worth the $22. Anyone that
missed out due to the cost

Kachimbo: Local salsa band performs Friday night

11:00-7:00pm Tues-Sat

C

and “I’m Always In Love.
All in all, that show was

MCREFFIN

A special harmonica performance by Wilco’s lead singer,

Autoclave Sterilization ¢ Single Use Needles

Comfortable & Sanitary Conditions

JEN

suenr*

peataa

‘ ata

¥
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Provo sv James MORGAN

s game at Redwood Bowl.
Junior forward Jenna Hunter goes in to block as No.7 from Seattle Pacific takes one in the head in Thursday’

‘Jacks get a kick out of shutout games

Women’s soccer wins on home turf in both weekend matches

confidence as well as set a tone

for the remainder of the season.
“I talked to the team before
the game about some things |
would like to improve on in

tonight’s game,” coach Andy

Cumbo said. “ I wanted to create more scoring opportunities

the contest, the ‘Jacks struck

first with a shot by senior Gabby Ahmadia in the upper corner of the net.
. This was the beginning of
a scoring clinic put on by the
‘Jacks that evening.
Only two minutes _ later,
Jenna

Hunter

added

to

the

early lead when

she scored

Jo Ayer-Williams

and

off a double assist from Julie

Meira

Dinsmore.

The

‘Jacks.

recorded

their

third goal with nine minutes
left in the second half.
Emily Kintscher’s low cross
deflected off Stanislaus keeper Breanna Vaughn and was
rocketed through by waiting

“It was important to
get a win in the first
game at home.”
Andy Cumbo
Women's SOCCER COACH

freshman

midfielder

Taryn

Jim.

At this point, it was obvi‘ous that the ‘Jacks overpowering play had taken its toll on
the Warriors who spent little
time past midfield in the waning minutes of the game.
Alita Hill contributed to
this defensive onslaught with
See Soccer, page 39
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ollowing a disappointFie loss to UC Davis, the
‘Jacks bounced back by
shutting out CSU Stanislaus
4-0 in the home opener at the
Redwood Bowl on Thursda
night.
:
With a current record of 11, a victory would help build

The only legitimate shot attempted by the Warriors before the half was rejected with
a diving save by senior keeper
Mariah Talbot.
Her play was the exclamation point on the first half effort by the defense.
The ‘Jacks began the second half without a break in
stride. This did little to repair
the shattered confidence of a
quickly-sinking Warrior team.

“I feel that we have some of
the strongest forwards around
in Gabby Ahmadia and Jenna
Hunter,” Cumbo said. “The
both of them can score and no
matter which one is taking the
shot, the other is right there to
clean it up.”
With the lead now 2-0 with
more than 40 minutes left in
the first half, it would have
been easy for Stanislaus to
throw in the towel. Instead,
they calmed down and started
to play some defense.
This offered little comfort
for the struggling Warrior offense, who found it difficult
to penetrate the ‘Jacks defense
deep enough to attempt a shot
on goal.

an capes

LUMBERJACK STAFF

off of corner kicks and throwins. I also wanted to be aggressive early to let them know
this is our house.”
The ‘Jacks methodically followed coach Cumbo’s game
plan.
Less than two minutes into

elie

by Joe Coppolino

4
z
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Intramural Sports reopen for business

Teams are forming, players wanted to fill slots for competition
“I really enjoy the coed atmosphere,” Ryan Mann a faculty player said. “It adds to the

by Jaime Crippen
LUMBERJACK STAFF

ith help from Humboldt
Orientation
Program and Living
Group Advisors, participation

in intramural sports has increased, director of intramural
sports Clay Brown said.
“HOP and LGA’s are doing
a fantastic job getting students
involved,” Brown said.
Currently 1,100 students
participate in the four sports

experience.”
There was

not

a

strong

turnout of females and there
wouldn’t

have

been

enough

players for female teams,
Brown said.
There has been an increase
of players in soccer and basketball, but a decrease in volleyball, Mann said.
Four years ago, HSU had
a Super Teams Tournament
where all the intramural sports

to Clay Brown at the Forbes
P.E. Complex.
Students can then sign up
individually on the free agent
list located in Forbes and existing teams can call people on
the list or Brown will form a
team from the list.
“There were 22 names on
the free agent list for soccer
and we divided them up into
teams,” Brown said.

sport with 18 teams.

A lack of interest seemed to
be the cause for the cancella-

Signing up on the free agent
list is the simplest and easiest
way for new students to get
involved, Mann said.
“They call you, you drop
by and check it out: it’s easy,”
he said.
Students may also come

“The fall semester always
starts slow because kids are
still trying to buy books and
get situated,” Brown said.
Intramural sports at Humboldt are unique because they
offer everything coed, Brown
said.

tion of the tournament, Mann

to

said.
There are several ways for
interested students to get involved in the program.
Students can form a team of
at least nine players together,
nominate a captain and go talk

program the Associated Students fund, on Mondays and
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. and

that are offered;

basketball,

softball, volleyball, and soccer.
Soccer is the most popular

teams compete in a large tournament.
we

“Drop-in,”

a_

recreation

Sundays at 11 a.m.
“Drop-in is a great way for
students to meet, maybe play
basketball with others and af-

ter two or three games they
start their own team,” Brown
said.
Intramural sports is very
organized and it’s as easy as
students showing up to play,
Brown said.
“Around 6 p.m. there isn’t
a lot for students to do, that’s
when students can come down
and play,” Brown said.
Teams play different times
during the week with basketball teams playing three nights
a week, softball playing four,
volleyball playing two and
soccer playing four.
“Playing intramural sports
is an outlet, an opportunity to
run it off,” Brown said.
Since it’s a good chance to

“It's great to get together
with a segment of the university you wouldn't normally
hang out with,” Mann said.

“ really enjoy the
coed atmosphere,
it
adds
to
the
experience.”
Ryan Mann
FACULTY PLAYER

get some exercise, it’s a great

offset to the pressures of student life, he said.
The comradery of Intramural Sports is the biggest draw
for students who eventually
play, Mann said.
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LIVE MUSICIS STILL IN ARCATA!
HUMBOLDT
humbotdt

brewing

company

humboldt

brewing

company

BREWING
COMPANY |
THURSDAY, Sept.12

COMPOST MOUNTAIN

BOYS

THURSDAY, Sept. 26
KARAOKE

No Cover

No Cover

FRIDAY, Sept. 13
DELTA NATIONALS

FRIDAY, Sept. 27
PANACHE RELEASE PARTY

$3 Cover

$3 Cover

THURSDAY, Sept. 19

SATURDAY, Sept. 28

THE HITCH & NUNS WITH GUNS

KALA KENYETTE & SOUND OF TRUTH

$4 Cover

$5 Cover
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Dancewear for girls, boys, women, and men!
Shoes for ballet, tap, and jazz!

tre ea-_es,

Football falls to Southern Oregon
HSU was responsible for 21
of Southern Oregon’s points
in Saturday’s season-opener,

the opening

that was enough for the Raiders to claim a 27-17 victory
over the Lumberjacks.
True to Adkins’ assessment,
an ill-timed fumble, defensive
miscue and a special teams error helped the Raiders to three
touchdowns.
Those
mistakes
erased
out-gained

the

yards out when

of

an HSU fum-

ble gave the Raiders the ball
deep in the ‘Jacks territory.

PHOTOGRAPHY
CLASS STUDENTS

SQED
10% DISCOUNT’

late in the second quarter, and
proved equally costly. Poised
to stop the Raiders in three
plays deep in their own territory, the ‘Jacks defense gave
up a 80-yard touchdown completion from Woodward to
Bobby Poeltl on a missed as-

365

yards to 343, and showed off a
much-improved defense.
The first two mistakes gave

the Raiders a 14-0 cushion in

dancewear
You only have to search for it once upstairs in the Plaza Design Building on the Arcata Plaza
Business hours are Tuesday - Friday from 12:00
- 6:00,
Saturday from 10:00 - 6:00 and by appointment

on Paper, Chemicals,
Film and Supplies.

Featuring Bloch Dance Shoes & Tights, M. Stevens Dancewear,
Mirella Leotards, Motionwear, Bal Togs, and KD Dance Knitwear

On the Arcata Plaza * 822-3155

822 G Street

The third ‘Jacks error came

the ‘Jacks

Raiders,

minutes

the game.
Raider Dusty McGrorty
took the opening kickoff 88
yards for a touchdown, then
scored another from three

said coach Doug Adkins. And

an effort in which

two

37

Suite 7

Arcata

Califomia

822-7894

signment.

Men’s soccer wins, loses last weekend
HSU’s

men’s

ous games. The win improved
HSU’'s record to 1-3 while
SFSU dropped to 1-2 on the
season.

soccer team

struck early and hard against

San Francisco State University,
resulting in 2-0 win over the

On Saturday, a goal seven
minutes into play ended up

Gators on Friday and lost its
final game of the weekend to
Notre Dame de Namur, falling

being the only one to matter.

2-0, on Saturday.
In all, the ‘Jacks had seven

cord on the season while Notre

The loss gives HSU a 1-4 re-

Dame improves to 3-3-1.

shots on Friday with three on
goal. Their offense was much
more fluid than their previ-

Volleyball brings
home yictory, loss
HSU volleyball defeated
Hawaii Hilo 3-2 in a two-anda-half hour match Friday at
the .Cal Poly Pomona Invitational after falling 3-0 to host
Cal Poly Pomona.
HSU also fell in three games
to CSU Bakersfield and Hawaii
Hilo Saturday for a 1-3 performance at the Cal Poly Pomona
Bronco Tournament.
~compiled by Heather
Sundblad
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runs in Trinidad

HSU

Cross country has winning weekend
by Sam Fakih

will volunteer as an assistant
to the coaches this year, took

LUMBERJACK STAFF

SU’s

cross

country

team

started

the sea-

son in full stride by
winning both the men’s and
women’s
races during the
Humboldt
Invitational
this
weekend
at Patrick’s Point
State Park.

Saturday’s
serve

as

victory

will

a stepping-stone

the NCAA

to

Championships in

Ashland, Ohio.
“This is the

best

could have hoped

start

we

for,” coach

David Wells said. “Our runners recorded some of their
best times on this course to-

day.”
The women’s team
four runners in the

placed
top 10

for

second

the

easy

win

over

place Western Oregon University, 29-50.

Returning senior Kati Gosnell finished second overall
with a time of 18:08 on the
5K course. HSU Track Club
member

Sarah

Davey,

who

The

men’s

team

was

led

by senior Pete Clusener,* who

first with a remarkable time

captured first place here in the

of 17:50.
Wells and the Lady ‘Jacks
have high expectations to return to the NCAA nationals this year for the second
straight season.
“Summer
workout _ has
helped a great deal, but everyone needs to stay healthy,”
Wells said. “We need to avoid

2000 season and finished with

colds, flu and injury.”
Gosnell and returning senior Dolores Bergmann, who
placed 14 at nationals last year,
should put the women in good
contention for another run at
the championship title.
Although
Bergmann
_finished

fifth this weekend,

she

helped carry last year’s team
to a Great Northwest Athletic
Conference title.
Senior co-captain Tammy
Hunt, who has shown tremendous improvement this summer, according to the coach,

rounded out the top 10 in the
women’s victory.

a second place time of 25:04 in

Saturday’s five-mile race.
Clusener battled HSU Track
Club member and former HSU
star Jason Walker, who set the
second best time ever on this
course with 24:50.

“It felt pretty good,” Walker
said. “I don’t think I’m pushing myself too hard so far.”
“A

run

like this is so un-

characteristic

so early

season,” Wells said.

in the

“We usu-

ally see this kind of running in
the middle or towards the end
of the season.”

The
comes

men’s
back

team also welsenior
Louie

White,
fourth

who finished strong in
place, and junior Leh-

Me

ee?

rin Morey of Eureka to add to
the ‘Jacks arsenal of returning
making

Pi

aa

om: el

PHoTo BY TUCKER SHARON

runners.

Also

cS

HSU cross country runner Delores Bergmann races at
Patrick’s Point State Park in Trinidad at the Humboldt
Invitational.

a comeback

for the men are seniors Aaron Forman, Adam Martinez,
See Cross Country, next page
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soccer: Weekend wins put “Jacks in driver's seat
and

Juliana

Goldstein added one and
two assists to lead HSUwomen’s soccer team to a

5-0 victory over Northwest
Nazarene on Monday.
The win kept the Jacks
undefeated

in

the

Great

Northwest AthleticConference with a 2-0 record and
improved their overall record to 4-1.
Northwest

- Nazarene

dropped to 0-1 in league
and 3-2 overall.

Cross Country: Meet showcases talented athletes
¢ Continued from previous page

Jason Snyser and Kile Taylor;
and sophomores Matt DeShazo and Brian Kostock.
Freshman runners this sea-

son are Eric Krutshnitt, Nick
Mathis and Jorge Medina.
Medina finished eight on
Saturday and the coaches be-

lieve there is room for improvement.

The Lumberjacks head to
Fresno this weekend to compete in the Fresno Invitation-

al, and enjoy their first bye next
week before running at the

chance at contending for the

in Palo

The women’s team comes
into this season with the same

Stanford

Invitational

Alto on Sept. 28.
The team is looking forward
to the Triton Classic in beautiful San Diego next month
where some runners will be reunited with their families.
“Going to San Diego is a
good chance for some of our
runners to compete in front of

their parents,” Wells said, who

believes his team has a solid

dominance of last year’s season as did the men when all
three of their stars finished in

the top-10 this weekend.
The ‘Jacks hope to match
the success of their 1996 season

when

both

teams

went

to the NCAA nationals in the
same year.

Crossevinds

FOOTBALL

“WEEKDAY SPECIALS”
BREAKFAST SPECIAL: $2.95 =e

==

Served from 7:30 AM - 11:00 AM

#1

#2

One Pancake
One Egg

oe

Small Cup of Fruit

|

One Egg

Sept. 28

Southern Oregon 6 p.m.

Oct.5

Saint Mary’s 6 p.m.

—

One Piece of Toast or Biscuit

Potatoes topped with
Sour Cream and Green Onions

LUNCH SPECIALS: $4.50
Served from 11:00-AM2:00 PM
Wednesday

Char-broiled Beef Burger or Tofu

Burger
on Whole Wheat Bun

with Homemade French Fries

Two Cheese Enchiladas
served with Rice and Beans

Spaghetti with Meatless Italian
Sauce and Garlic Toast

Saturday and Sunday 10:00 am to 2:00 pm

Complimentary

Home-made Muffin and Champagne

Ceven

as

Sept.14 BYE
Sept. 21 Willamette University

j

if

1:30 p.m.

Central Washington 1 p.m.

» Enjoy a room of your own

» Pay as little as $315 per
month including utilities
» Get free internet access &
use our computer lab
.» Stay close to HSU, the
Plaza and on the bus line

Beast

Oct.

455 Union Street
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860 10" Street Arcata

GAMES —
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Nov.2

title this year.

Se

goals

A

two

BD

Meira Dinsmore sco:ed

MS

challenge on Saturday night
an occasional knock- down .
when they faced Seattle Paor slide tackle. This proved cific
in the Redwood Bowl
to intimidate the Warriors.
and opened league play with
The fourth and final goal
a convincing 3-0 win.
of the game came with a |
“We knew that Seattle Paminute left courtesy of cific
is a very strong team,”
Kelly Hyde’s floater over Cumbo said.
“We expected a
the keeper’s head from 16 tough
game so instead of foyards out.
cusing on them, we focused
“It was important to get on what
we do well.”
a win in the first game at
The win improves the
home,” Cumbo said. “Even
Jacksto 3-1 overall and 1-0 in
more important was the
the Great Northwest Athletic
fact that it was a shutout. I Conference. The Falco
ns drop
couldn’t be more proud of ped to 0-2-1 overall
and 0-1 in
my girls.”
conference.
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Letters to the Editorh

The Lumberjack Editorial
It’s hard to believe it’s already been a year, not a day has
gone by when we have not seen media coverage on the attack
on America that took place Sept. 11.
As journalists preparing to enter the “real world,” it is important for us to look at the media and the roll it has assumed
in America.
The roll of the media is to inform the public in the most objective way possible and to work as a sort of watchdog of the
government. So far we feel the media has not done a good job
of either.
The job of informing the public was taken care of, but we
feel the mass media over did it just a little. It was frustrating
to see everyday coverage with “Attack on America” running
across the bottom of the screen, and it was heartbreaking to
have to see the same footage of the Twin Towers being hit by
planes on an almost daily basis.
The mass media has sensationalized Sept. 11 so much, it’s
not even referred to as Sept. 11 anymore, but has been given

Inaccuraccies, facts missed in report about child's deat
ing and

dantravelling down a narrow, harrow
on
,
Avenue
gerous portion of McKinleyville
d forevboarder, inviting me to read a story about ef- June 12, 2001, before their lives change
“er. Many factors contributed to Adamv’s death.
forts to build a skatepark in McKinleyville,
I fully support the McKinleyville Skate-Park
I quickly went to Page 17 only to find a large
work
photo of an adult-student skateboarder flying Committee's efforts. I do not support the
photo
of a journalist or editor that results in a
through the air without a helmet.
of a helmetless man riding above three paraThen the story began.
raphs containing inaccuracies about the tragic
While most of the article read well and
seemed accurate, the opening paragraphs were death of a helmetless boy.»
Wouldn't it be great if some HSU students
about Adam Gallegos, a 14-year-old McKinleyville boy, who died as a result of a tragic ac- studying social work, or perhaps business ma1 was excited to see on the cover of the August 28 Lumberjack, a small photo of a skate-

jors, were to consider volunteering their time

cident between a car and his bike.

If there is ever a time for a-writer to.get the and’expertise to help the Skate-Park Commitfacts straight, it’s when writing about the death* tee raise funds for such an important project?

of a child.

the title 9/11.

e

ae

Adam did not die in 1998 and he was not riding his bike on Central Avenue, as stated in the
article. While it was accurately reported that

The way in which the major media outlets have chosen to
exploit Sept. 11 has contributed in desensitizing people to the

severity and complexity of the issue. Many people not directly
affected seemed to put it in the past too quickly while the media chose to dwell on it.
Besides the over-coverage we have seen in the media, we
think the media fell short in objectively reporting why this at-

Adam

_ Just a thought.

Kathleen Adkins
McKinleyville resident

was not wearing a helmet and had no

brakes on his bike, a crucial fact was that Adam
and the driver of the car that hit him were both

tack took place.

Yes the victims of Sept. 11 were innocent and the atrocities

committed against America on that day were horrific, but is
the U.S. government really innocent? Didn't steps taken by the
government in the past ultimately lead to the attacks: Even if

PUBLIC

OPINION

“Are you proud to be an American?”

they didn’t; shouldn’t the mainstream media at least pose that

*l’m happy to be American. |
feel it’s a priveledge to have the
freedoms and securities we have.
| feel responsible as an American

question with some seriousness?

Regardless, we must all remember Sept. 11, but we must not
dwell on it. We must also remember that everyone has there
own way of coping with the events of that day. Some people
have chosen to hang the American flag, while others participate in peace rallies while others have done both. Neither is
better or worse, and neither is more American or patriotic than
the other. The beauty of living in America is that we have the
right to say what we want and question things we don’t agree
with or understand. This is exactly what the media should be
doing right about now.

to use these priveledss; to ae
other nations. | wouldn ’t us e the

word proud though

Matt Vandevert
graduate student

Statement of Policy
Questions regarding the
©
editorial content of The
Lumberjack should be directed to the editor at
(707) 826-5922.
eThe Lumerjack editorials are written based on
the majority opinion of
the newspaper’s editorial

guest columns no more
;
than 600 words.
eLetters can be mailed,
delivered or e-mailed (preferred) to The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East 6,
Arcata, CA 95521
Email: thejack@humboldt.edu

“No definitely
I’m not proud

not. Not right now.
right now because

aa

t by Sain. be Fede revas
ceived by 5 p.m. Frida

world domination. | think we’re

eGuest columns, cartoons and opinion articles
reflect the opinion of the

ation. Letters and guest
columns must include the

merica and ask why were we so
arrogant.”

writers, not necessarily

those of The Lumberjack
or its staff.
e The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for
guest columns or guest
cartoons.
eLetters should be no
more than 250 words and

our country

is in a state of

oing to look back on this era of

for next laa ASE

writer’s name, city of residence and phone number.
Include major and year in

school if a student.

Dave Iacovelli
graphic design senior

eLetters from the same
author will only be published every 30 days.
esee
ee

beatae

ate

a en melee eke
he ne
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Take time to cherish your happy memories
On

year

the

one-

anniversary

of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks on
America, I think

about what my.
life was like exactly one year
ago. In the morn-

ing, when I woke
up, everything was fine.
Summer 2001: I visited Alan, Kimi
and Sonali Beaven a few months ago.
I said goodbye because they are leaving at the end of the summer for a year
to do nonprofit work in India. The Bea-

As I sit here in front of my computer and continue to recount the events
of that day, I can feel my hands start to
‘tremble over the keyboard. I hear my dad’s voice over the

crying. Sometimes though, when I hear
her talk about her darling, her love, I

phone, cracking as he tells me the sad

well up and overflow. I think about the

she is serving tea with her new Barbie
tea set. On the left is Alan smiling at

love of my life and if it would be possible to live without him. Maybe I'm not

Sonali as she prepares the tea.
Sept. 11, 2001 was a day filled with

as strong as she is.

horrors that none of us will ever forget.

I was going through some boxes
of my old stuff at my parents’ house a
few weeks ago and I found the card the
Beaven’s gave me for my 18 birthday.
“We truly, truly love

Each person’s experience on that day
was unique and everyone has been affected differently. But we have all lived
through an event that has been world-

news.
“Alan Beaven was on the flight that
went down in Pittsburg.”

I sit there in shock as tears roll down
my cheeks. I hear my voice through
sobs, “Daddy no, oh my god.”
My boyfriend sits

behind me and puts his
arms around me, and
I hear my dad’s voice
over the phone trying

dad is Sonali’s godfather, and he’ll be
in New York for her fifth birthday in

to comfort me.
That evening, some
friends of mine and I

I talked to my dad last night. He just
had lunch with Alan in New York this
afternoon. He'll have one more chance
to see Alan before they leave though,

get together and

a_

beautiful

In the picture, Sonali is sitting on a

tall stool next to the kitchen counter.
Her face is painted like a clown and

cry. Never in front of her, but afterwards it all sinks in and I feel the tears

you.

vens are our close friends. In fact, my

August.

41

Have

the

changing, an event that took a

innocence from all of us and in some
small way united each and every one
of us.

most

wonderful life.”
I reread the card and
put it in a safe place. I
don’t keep every card I
get, but this one’s special and a memory
will always cherish.

sing

Sanskrit

little

On this day, may we all take a mo-

ment to not only remember the victims
and their families but to remember

|

ourselves. May we all take

a moment

to look at the beauty in life, count our
blessings and be thankful.
Be thankful that you have life, the
most precious gift. Do something nice
for yourself, do something nice for a

sang every morning for

I stand in the hallway of my home and
glance over the picture

because Alan will be coming back to

many

sing

board that hangs there.

the Bay Area one more time to finish
up a case before they go to India.
The morning of Sept. 11, I went
to kick boxing class and had a great
workout. My boyfriend picked me up,
and I got ready for school at. home.
Two planes ran into the World Trade
Center in New York.
I can’t seem to get a hold of my parents’ which worries me a little because
most of my dad’s family lives in New
York. We have some friends that live in
New York too, but I’m pretty sure they
don’t live in the city. I’m sure everything’s fine.
After a morning of failed attempts, I
finally reach my dad.

it and we think of him
and of Kimi and Sonali
and Alan’s boys. When
we are done, I am in-

I look at the pictures of
friends.and family and
smile as memories of
those days flood back.
As my eyes reach
the upper left corner, I stop. The picture | see was taken on a Sunday af-

friend.

ternoon, about four years ago, in December. I remember the day as if it just
happened.

choose to focus on, the memories I will
let flood my mind one year later.

The Beavens came over for tea in

Christine Bensen is the managing editor and wants Sonali to know that although her birthday present still has not

Cartoon

chant,’one

vited

that Alan

years.

to stay

We

for

tea

and share memories of Alan or at least
stay to be comforted. I choose to leave
though, it’s too soon to talk about it.

One year later: My parents called
me a few weekends ago and gave me
the update. Sonali just celebrated her
sixth birthday with a huge party. Everyone was there — except for her father.
I hung out with Kimi a

little this

summer. She seems to be doing better.
She can talk about Alan now without

of the week

—

When I think of that day one year
ago I think about that picture, I think
about Alan’s smile and the way he was
looking at his daughter with such love

and adoration. These are the memories
I have. These are the memories that I

the early afternoon after Sonali had
spent the morning at.a party. We were
all in the kitchen, and Sonali had just

arrived it is coming soon. The life of a stu-

dent is very busy.

finished opening her Christmas gifts
from my family.

of 9/11
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The Learned Teach

The Learning
Reflections

William Herbrechtsmeier

on

SPECIAL TO THE LUMBERJACK

the

year

since

9/11..have brought
to mind a moment in 1972 when a favorite profes-

sor of mine wrote a piece about Palestinian acts of

terror that left several Israeli Olympians dead at the

Munich games. He expressed dismay that the games

would continue in the aftermath of such horror. At
the time his position impressed me as being incred-

ibly narrow, as it still does, because his commitment

to Israel magnified the significance of a few Israeli

dead, and diminished the suffering of thousands
of Vietnamese who were being killed annually by
American bombs, bullets, and defoliants. If we were

to cancel the games for these Israelis, shouldn’t tens
of thousands of Vietnamese dead have precluded

holding the games in the first place?
I guess this always happens. We tend -to value
most the lives and well-being of those people who

are closest to us, while the sufferings of those more
distant seem abstract. Of course America has been

deeply afflicted by the loss of the 2,800 people in the
World Trade Center attack. But it is troubling that we
remain aloof, indifferent, and ignorant concerning
the hundreds of thousands of deaths in the Muslim

world that are directly attributable to American for-

eign policy.

Probably the single most important issue for understanding global politics after 9/11 is that the US

government continues to enforce its policies against
Iraq by armed force, and it does so in full knowledge
that these policies have been directly responsible for

the deaths of at least a half million Iraqi children
that some-

where between 500,000 and 1,000,000 Iraqi children
have died since the Gulf War as a direct result of the

American. bombing campaign against the Iraqi water-sewer infrastructure and the subsequent embargo
against medical supplies that could have been used
to combat diseases afflicting children without access
to clean drinking water. Even Madeline Albright, former Secretary of State, has admitted to the facts of the
case, but justifies American policies as necessary to

challenge the power of Saddam Hussein. The moral

implications of this fact are practically beyond calculation or comprehension. And how we as Americans
can be outraged that fewer than 3,000 Americans

died on 9/11, while we have killed over 500,000 Iraqi
innocents ... well ... what is to be said?
Yes, I am saddened by the deaths of my fellow
Americans on 9/11. I am inspired by the heroism
of those who overpowered the hijackers to force the
crash in Pennsylvania, as well as by the bravery of
the NYPD and NYFD. Every time I see a picture of
the lower Manhattan skyline before 9/11, I mourn
the loss of the World Trade Center and the New York
that was once my home. But I mourn no less the Iraqi
kids who have died from dysentery, or the myriad

We Americans must keep September 11"
close in our hearts and in our minds. We
SPECIAL TO THE LUMBERJACK
should memorialize the 2,300 victims of the
World Trade Center terrorist attacks and their families. There has been and
Stephen F. Cunha

will always be, abundant media coverage. One hopes that we keep it in good

taste, free of the overwrought hype that 24/7 competitive news often generates.

understood

since 1991. It is commonly

While eulogizing and mourning our dead, we should also bear in mind
that half-way around the globe between three and four thousand Afghanistan
citizens also perished in the US military operation that broke the malicious
Taliban-al Qaeda partnership. Like those in the World Trade Center, these Afghanis met a horrible, unsuspecting, and very violent death from flying debris, collapsing roofs, and flames as laser-guided American bombs rained
down from 30,000 feet. Like the New Yorkers, they shared in the unfortunate
consequence of being in the wrong place at the wrong time. They too were
mothers and fathers, children, brothers and sisters, grandparents, aunts, uncles, special friends, and work colleagues. Their families will also mourn the

others in the Middle East who have suffered or died
as the result of policies enforced by our government.

Over the last couple of weeks we have again seen
the films of the twin towers collapsing, we’ve heard
testimonials from the survivors and heros, and all

across the country we are ritualizing our sorrow to

commemorate the deaths and destruction we experienced on 9/11. This is as it should be. But, is it because there are not dramatic films of Iraqi children

dying one by one of dysentery in the arms of their
weeping mothers that our compassion is not aroused

for them? Or is it only because these children are
their children, and not ours, that we can so enthusiastically applaud the Albrights, the Cheneys, and
the Rumsfelds among us who order their deaths with

self-righteous decorum? And can we really be so
hypocritical as to deny that we would bomb to rub-

ble the cities of any foreign nation that had ordered
the deaths of even 10,000 of our own children?

The first anniversary of 9/11 should not be mere-

ly the occasion of our mourning over what we have
lost, and it should certainly not be an occasion for
beating the drums of war as a cure for what ails us.
Above all it should be an opportunity to reflect upon
our responsibility for making the world the way it is,
and how we can make it better in the future.
William Herbrechtsmeier is a professor of religious
studies and the chair of geography.

loss and carry the scars of missing loved ones for generations to come. The
fact that our bombs engineered the end of a brutal political regime as they
were emerging from two decades of civil hostility did not make their funeral

attendance less agonizing.
Perhaps 9/11 remembrances should also become an annual moment for
Americans to ask how we can put our unprecedented power and wealth towards preventing future dual tragedies. With almost half the world living on
less than two dollars per day and 20 percent lacking access to clean water,
there will be no shortage of Taliban and al Qaeda look-alikes. No amount of
military supremacy will erase the growing deficit between the haves and the
have-nots of this world. Time Magazine pitches 9/11 as the “day that changed
the world.” I fear that without a sharp change in national direction, it will
instead evolve into a day that ushers in a new era of violence, at home and
abroad.
Stephen F. Cunha is a professor of geography.
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“Are you proud to be
"Yeah,

there’s no
better place

to be.’

"I’m proud to
be a MexicanAmerican.
That’s what
| would

call myself

No.

”

actually. ”

John Wright
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Religion has been made the enemy by political interests

May compassion, wisdom illuminate us all on this, the saddest of anniversaries
Karen Harris
SPECIAL TO THE LUMBERJACK

In the year since Sept. 11,
2001 there has been much dis-

cussion of the religious dimen-

sion of the attack on the Pentagon and the World Trade
Center. As we approach the
anniversary of this tragedy,
what lens will we use to interpret and understand it? What
will 9/11 come to mean to
us as a culture and a nation?
Will we view the events of the
past year through a religious
frame, pitting the “Christian”
West against Islam? (We are, of
course, far more diverse than

this oversimplification
implies!) If so, we sidestep the
most striking aspect of the im-

age of the twin towers collapsing in fire and ash. It was not
after all, St. Patrick’s Cathedral or the National Cathedral

in Washington, D.C. that were . It is this culture that faces at
the object of the planes’ attack.
every turn the adherents of
It was in fact the very epicenIslam and Buddhism, the cititer of American military powzens of every nation. Its rituals
er and international. corporate
and dogmas have pervaded
culture that were targeted.
even the academy, an instituThis is not to suggest that
tion traditionally focused on
religion did not and does not
the production of knowledge
continue to play a role in the
rather than profits.
unfolding international draWith the survival not only
ma since 9/11, But to emphaof our own species, but of
size the religious aspect of the
the entire planet hanging in
or
events of last September,
the balance, the path of sanwhat has since occurred beity must lie in a different ditween America and Afghanrection. We cannot afford to
larger and
istan, obscures
give our leaders, whether pomuch more powerful issues
litical, religious or corporate,
at play. The worldview that
a vote of confidence without
has colonized our planet is not
carefully questioning the diChristian, but corporate in narection in which they are takture. Corporate culture, with
ing us. Do our religious or
its Darwinist emphasis on the
political leaders carve up the

survival of the fittest through

world into “us” and “them”,

eliminaand
competition
tion, has successfully spread

and then frame relationship as
an apocalyptic battle between
good and evil? While this may

the entire

throughout

world.

be a tried and true script for a
guarantee a happy ending to
a war. Does the influence of

tember’s tragedies as yet another weapon in our political
and religious arsenal. Instead,
let us remember the thousands

the corporate community out-

who died for what they were

weigh that of the ballot box?

~

Our
forefathers recognized
the necessity of erecting strong

lovers,
co-workers,
friends
~ precious people who filled
the lives of those who knew
them with all the complexity
and wonder of human relationship. Hopefully we will
not bend and twist them into
an ideological arrow aimed
at countless other civilians in
other lands, also precious people interwoven in the vast web
of life on this planet. May the

Hollywood

barriers

movie, it does not

to

separate

church

and state, lest democracy be
diluted by the influence of re-

ligion. We face an equally urgent challenge now, and
act to separate the state
corporate influence.
Religion can be used
ideological weapon or

must
from
as an
as an

ethical framework, an inspiration toward peace and harmony. It is not religion itself that
is the enemy

in our current

conflicts, but the uses to which
it is put by those who pursue
essentially political or person-

fathers,

children,

compassion and wisdom that
lie at the heart of each of the
great religion traditions illumine us all on this, the saddest
of anniversaries.

al ends. Hopefully we will not
wield the memory of last Sep-

wives,

Karen

Harris

is a_ religous

studies teaching assistant.

Wart is not the answer for only love can conquer hate
One

year

af-

filled with a desire for revenge — a

more terror and demoralizing news
in store. The anthrax seemed to never
end and then, just as quickly as Sept.
11 had taken us by surprise, American
bombs were falling on Afghanistan.
It seemed the madness would
never end. I couldn’t focus on much
of anything without thinking of the
world falling around me. I would talk
with friends, endlessly discussing the
issues and our fears of war, some of us
deciding to seek refuge in Canada in
case of a draft.

systematic slaughter of whoever was
responsible. I wanted someone to pay

terrorism

ter

the

atrocities

of Sept. 11, I can
still remember the

/

“ged ages came across
g° o the screen. I felt
Me what | imagine

most

people

felt

— anger, despair and shock.

Apologetically,

| admit I was first

for what had been done.
But as I watched people holding
hands jumping thousands of feet to
their deaths — refusing to surrender
to the inferno closing in — | thought,
this is what war must be like. Thousands of innocent people bearing sufferable deaths with no cause other
than to further the maniacal agenda of
a few. Whether it be terrorists or political leaders, the end result is always

the same.
I wondered: is this it? Is this the
war of our generation? Are we to me-

thodically follow the pitfalls of earlier
generations? ©

My sense of security was crushed.
I was convinced that our government

had the intelligence and power to
keep such an attack from occurring.
I have little faith in the political process. But for one reason or another,
I had a comforting sense of security
from. anything even remotely close
to Sept. 11 being possible. It was a
dream,a farce. °
Time would only tell that the days,
weeks and months ahead would hold
oeeevn
caer
er vr eewener

Before Sept. 11, my perception of
who

and _ those

committed

such

CRYIN’

with the objectives of al Qaeda. Did
the American public or its government
act upon the brutalities of the Taleban
while they terrorized their public —
enslaving the Afghan women?
Only further time will tell where
this cycle of violence will take its toll.
In one year alone, the tension has come

to boiling points across the globe.
The U.S. military campaign in Af-

ghanistan has been a disaster, it seems
little has changed. Has the blood spilt

been in vain? The liberation of women
has yet to see its day in Afghanistan,
it has not made for a

IN My

BEER

more secure and stable

acts was, by all stan-

region.

dards, extremely narclose-mind-

The policies of the
American government

ed. I had only thought

have only further en-

of terrorism to the extent that one would

raged
the
general
public throughout the

row

and

get from watching Fox

Middle East. There are

News.
Terrorism is not a
tangible force that can

very common grievances held against the
United States for its
aid to Israel (military

be easily packaged as
America’s enemy. It
is an ideology stemming from grievances
—. sometimes
common, sometimes per-

and

political) and

its

military bases in Saudi
Arabia.
There comes a time

The terrorist is the corrupt cop, the
armed rebel in Columbia, the govern-

when we must ask, “Is
it possible that a government's unwillingness to address common grievances could cause-acts of terrorism to occur?”
If it is the plan of the government

ment that oppresses dissent and op-

to ignore this growing

position by force. While it may not
be popular, to some degree terrorism
works.

can only be assured of more incidents
of terror.

If it weren’t for Sept. 11, I doubt

have seen this as an opportunity to
further clamp down on opposition.

sonal. It can be the weapon of leaders of nations or of those who oppose
their agenda.

Americans

would

be so concerned

Governments

seer

and

eee

distrust,

their

we

leaders

The U.S. congress rushing to pass the
USA PATRIOT Act with little opposition or even debate is just one example. For a legislation that grants such
sweeping and unchecked authority

to the president and attorney general, one would expect more vocal opposition.
The wheels of war were accelerated
by a nationalistic fervor that swept the
country. We were told that Americans
and patriots were those who fell in

line with authority, while those who
dared to speak out were branded unAmerican. According to the president
and attorney general, we were either
with them or against them, leaving lit-

tle to no breathing room for dissent.
Somehow diverting attention from
the failures in Afghanistan, there are
now plans to invade Iraq. As the hysteria from Sept. 11 withers, the room
for opposition grows. Many more are

speaking out: against a war in Iraq.
Unfortunately, it takes time to stir the
American public into action.
I’m optimistic that more people will
realize a “war on terrorism” is an oxy-

moron in itself. If we are ever to lessen
acts of terrorism, we must address the
grievances of the poor, the oppressed,
the downtrodden.
One thing is certain — war is not
the answer!
Matt Kapko is the opinion editor and
wants everyone to know that Marvin

Gaye was right when he so beautifully
sang, “Father, father. We don’t need to
escalate. You see, war is not the answer.
For only love can conquer0 hate.” Little

did he know it would he used for a headline one day.
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Coverage makes a difference

Why are we in school

No help from conventional media outlets

9/11 should bea national holiday
I'd eather not just
understate the obvious
and say it’s been a hard
It's hard to even remember how
things
were that Monday. It

almost seems, looking
back, that the world
had yet to begin.
Yet Osama bin Laden had been there.
I remember seeing those reports in the

late ‘90s about how

the United States

would fall victim to a major terrorist attack within a few years.

And all the other players have lurked
in the dark of the world stage for years.

So I think it’s a little deeper than that. I
certainly didn’t know anyone killed in
morning, one year ago today. But I feel like my life

peak. I see the plane from a variety of angles. I don’t even remember if the things
I see actually ran on TV.

ries that even compares to that.
I can’t tell you what we celebrate
when we have Memorial Day sales. But

L

I see Sept. 11 as having a
little more importance.

But what do I know, Iam
just a college kid whom
most of you don’t read

and the one guy
too seriously.
What
today
vides us with right
though, is a chance
A

last

by James Morgan

dent hinted at the possibility that we might use
nuclear weapons — I actually thought that we, as human

be-

ings, might be able to get through the
pened yet.
So instead of dwelling on the various
scenarios by which nuclear holocaust
might become reality, it’s probably more
appropriate to look back at what happened on Sept. 11.
This day will eventually develop into

a holiday, assuming the best. | imagine
it being used as a propaganda piece for
a few years. But soon this “war on terrorism” will either produce a real ene(and not Saddam

Hussein)

or fade

away.
And when it does, we will all be left

re

us Lumberjack folk, and | needed

>

Tuesday clear as a bell ... or as clearly as
the mind allows.
I woke up early, though time seems
almost impossible to determine’ when
looking back. Tuesday is a big day to

>a

with those horrible images. See, because
though I can’t remember what happened
on Monday, I remember what I saw on

2

_pronow,
to ap-

to get

a jump on things. I flipped on the television to see news or something, and I saw
the World Trade Center on fire.
They said reports were that a plane

lot have

died

in

warfare this last year —
3,000 odd a year ago today and so many since.

And most of those people

nuclear age without any major incidents.
And you know what, nothing has hap-

my

takes

preciate life.

sessed ... or obsessed.
year — when our presi-

were

innocent.

To-

ing mass murder on Sept. 11 has not resulted in
any sort of positive light yet.

some

The conventional media did and
. is doing a predictable and biased
job. If they had done their job there
would not be monthe lower
eyed, religious, and/
or

nationalist

vated

reports.

.. all dead ... all people who met a violent end. This is not humane. This is not
what we aspire toward. You can call war
“defense” or “preventive measures,” but
it is evil.
So today, do not think malicious
thoughts. When you are reminded of
what happened last year, push from
your mind all notions of pain and hurt.
It’s those emotions that perpetuate the
killing cycles.
Think not even of justice. Though
there might be something to the abstract
idea of justice, it is little more than a eu-

phemism for vengeance in our advanced
societies.
Instead,

give

the

person

you

love

most a flower or something that represents life and talk about something that
isn’t wrong. OK, I can be a little cheesy.
But it sounds like a nice holiday.
James Morgan is the photo editor and prohe thinks that today is the perfect day for a

day off.

and

willing to exploit them. As stated the

grievances still exist.
The question still remains: Why
the world trade towers? When a
much simpler and efficient action
have

would

more

many

created

murders and disrupted commerce.
A sabotage of New York City’s
water and sewage treatment plants
would have sent the same message.
This is a valid question seeing that
US. armed forces did the same thing
a decade ago in Baghdad, Iraq.

The U.S. government has unrepentantly admitted to this and taken responsibility for the loss of over
500,000 lives and counting. This

event received and still receives little
coverage.
The
case

tea

ment

U.S.
has

governnot

sent

There

aid has been done by

sides “ regardless.

citizens.

Today’s
tional

of

all else.
Unlike
individuals whose ideas, reactions, actions and
emotions are all val-

cover

like

this
on

an

could
event

if it hapUSS.

soil.

There would be no
commemorative
man-

tle pieces or speeches
to appreciate life.
An honest account

by

matthew

far from being a human.

emotions and actions just like every-

one else or they will fall prey to any
number of vices — or write a column. This is a recognized downfall
in journalist circles.

has

conven-*

media

not

pened

id the media’s job is
to never judge and to
show what is. Which
is, as it sounds, very

media

have

always will attract people who are

would be a devotion
to the truth on all

The

grievances

any aid to date. The

ist must try to understand her or his

] think I would rather honor the dead

Legitimate

moti-

forget all the lives lost leading up to last

year. Yet today I will not even condemn
the cultures that put the demands of a
god above the lives of real people.

believe it though. I thought, better just

into the building.

The immeasurable disgust-

Fortunately, there is an end to
the every workday when a journal-

duction manager at The Lumberjack, and

flown

ed States soil remain in place.

day, I will choose to not even brand the
solider as guilty.
And it would almost be insulting to

| didn’t

had

tact on the Unit-

tion all along of provoking
type of agenda.

1 admit it, lam a man pos14

con-

ter and watch it from any view I like.
There is nothing in my archive of memo-

I haven't suffered, yet.
But I see the world a little
deeper. And I fear that for
the most part, it’s because
I see nuclear war becoming more and more likely.
Sept.

BH for lethal

can move around the World Trade Cen- *

almost like a surreal situation in which I

has changed.

Before

¥ i mary — reasons

Not that it should or should not
have provoked a call to create a more
human-friendly planet.
The media has had a clear inten-

In my mind, the moment of impact is

Goce yw Back

:

One year latfer and the pri-

check another channel to see if they are
reporting the same thing.
Just about then, that second plane hit
the second building. | don’t remember
what I saw right then, funny enough.
When I look back, | see the images that
we have all seen since.
I see the stills of the explosion at its

any of the incidents that
.
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distorted

mass

mais

of what has been happening in Baghdad

will help to understand how something like that affects a sovereign nation.
To see the aftermath of what happens when media deliberately distorts the truth one not look further
than the Cold War generations.
A generation who is generally

ready to digest all that was fed to
them so long as it came with some

from

neat jump in technology. A brief look

what it is — mass murder.
While President Bush is attempting to “smoke-out” all the perpetrators the objectification of the event
has serious consequences to many
individual lives.
The - dehumanization of events
can also be observed in the coverage
of big corporations going under due
to criminal activity. The media has
reported at great length on how evil
the responsible are.
However, many people have lost
their jobs due to the actions of their

at history will tell how much was not
fed to them as well.

leaders. The majorities who are not

such important issues that affect us all.

murder

into

something

far

responsible have been forgotten in
the media.
These people have lost their jobs
but the victims of Sept. 11 have lost
their lives.
There has to be an outcome for
this sub-mediocre coverage of the
atrocities perpetrated last year.

Soon U.S. citizens will be‘told to
swallow news of an attempt to violently colonize Iraq, seeing that those
that were chosen to represent the
people no longer can in this country.

All with a great big stamp of approval from irresponsible reporters
and mass media centers.
Matt Mais is the community editor
and wishes the corporate media would
use better judgement when reporting on
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The Hitch
$s 6

Nickel Creek

3.07

Avalon:
Scott Amendola Band, 9 p.m.
Coffee Break:
Dustbowl (folk fusion),

8 a.m.

Red Lion:
Karaoke with Makin’ Music, 9 p.m.

Vinyl

Van Duzer Theatre, HSU:
Nickel Creek, 8 p.m. SOLD OUT.
Mateel Community Center, Redway:

Tony Rebel and Prezident Brown. 8:30
p.m. $20 in advance/$23 at the door.
More info: 923-4599.

Rumours:
Retro disco w/DJ Swoop, 9 p.m.

Eureka Theatre:
The Scotia Band, 8 p.m.
Admission on donation basis.

Six Rivers Old Town:
Karaoke Express, 8 p.m.

More info: 825-0957.

The Vista:
.
The Hitch, Family Butcher, Turbo 400

9 p.m., $4.

Eureka Inn:
Raczka/Strom Duo, 5:30 p.m.

Humboldt Brewery:

$10/$8 students.

The Mother Hips (Cali soul) 9 p.m.
Six Rivers Old Town: Kulica (live taping),
8p.m.

Six Rivers Old Town:

Vinyl (jam) 9:30 p.m. $12.

Blue Lake Casino:
Ruben Diaz Tunesmiths, 9 p.m.

Blue Lake Casino:
DJ Hal, 9 p.m.

Cafe Mokka:
Good Company (Celtic), 8:30 p.m.

Cafe Tomo:
Joyce Hough Band, 9 p.m.

Club West:
Oneness Hip-Hop show w/FSC, Nac

Chapala Cafe:
The Tumbleweeds Fri/Sat. 6 p.m.

TGIF w/DJ Charles.

10 p.m.

Eureka Inn:
Six Rivers McKinleyville:

Six Rivers McKinleyville:
Ground Control & Funkalicious (jam)
9 p.m.
1

Fri./Sat.6 p.m.

Club West:
Open mike w/Marty Flashman, 7:30 p.m.

Donna Landry and friends, 7:30 p.m.

Benbow Inn: .
Matthew Cook (piano), 5:30 p.m.

The Hitch & Nuns With Guns, 9 p.m.
Redwood Yogurt:

Saffire Rose Cafe:

Bayside Grange:
Trance.Zen.Dance, 8 p.m.

Babetta’s:
Dave Wilson (guitar)

Blue Lake Casino:
DJ Hal, 9 p.m.

Rumours:
Kulica 9:30 p.m. DJs Paul Madeira and
Receiver, 12:30 a.m.

John Raczka (keyboard), 5:30 p.m.
Humboldt Brewery: The Delta National
(roots) 9:45 p.m.

~

One, DJ Rakus, 10 p.m., $12/$10 adv.
Rumours:

Dancehall DJs and Astarte belly dancers
9p.m.
Saffire Rose Cafe:
Randy Strom, 7:30 p.m.
Salns Myrtlewood Lounge:
Bad Manor (rock), 9 p.m.
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Brogis Bar:

Dave Brubeck

Sioban Duvall

Six Rivers McKinleyville:
Lyckitty Split CD Release party

Yamagata (jam),

w/Old Man Clemins (jam), 9 p.m. $3/
$10 w/CD.

Club West:

Six Rivers Old Town:
Kachimbo (salsa), 9:45 p.m.

Coffee Break:
Ryan Bridwell (piano),

Sweet River Grill: Comedy w/Jim

Rolf’s Park Cafe:
Stan Mott (accordion),

8p.m. $5.

10a.m.

Thursday:
Queer Student Union
Multicultural Center, 7 p.m.

10.a.m.

Humbrewers Family Picnic/Beer Tasting:
Noon - 6 p.m. Mad River Park, 7270
West End Road, Arcata. Home brewed

Six Rivers McK:
Wounded Healers, 9 p.m.

beers and soda offered along with music

Waterfront Cafe:

Women’s Center
Multicultural Center, House 55, 6 p.m.
Sustainable Farming & Permaculture

Brunch w/Maez & Raczka.

from Kulica, The Backseat Drivers,
The Living Rooms, Marla Joy and Mike
Conboy, Spudgun and the Rezonators.

Clubs Listings:
Tuesday:
Vox (Voices for Planned Rovonihoad
Club) - Every Tues, Nelson Hall East,
4p.m.

Club Triangle, 9 p.m., $5.

Wiggins 10 p.m., $8.50

Wednesday, September 11, 2002
www.thejack.org

—

Club, Founders Hall 235, 5 p.m.
Friday:

$10/kids free.

Organic Gardening Class in CCAT,
2-5p.m.

Angelina Inn:
Don Hicks, 7 p.m.

AA Meetings, Business and Student

Coffee Break:
Trinidad Goodshield (guitar),

EVENTS
“Rally for the Mattole”
Noon. Monument Gate, off Monument

Services Building, Room 405, 7 -8p.m.,
8 a.m.

Saturday:

Six Rivers McKinleyville:

Road, Rio Dell. With words from Daryll
Cherney, Doug Thron and Remedy,
and music from Kala Kenyatte and
the Sound of Truth, the Jazz Coalition,

Allare welcome.

Open Mic, 9 p.m.

AA Meetings, Business and Student
Services Building, Room 405, 11 a.m.
- Noon, All are welcome.

The Depavers, Winston Smith and

Subconscious. For more info: 825-6598.
“Concert on the Green”

Rumours:
Siobhan Duvall

m
&
& Automatic Pink, 9

1 p.m. Memorial Gardens at Redwood

p.m. (alt. rock from Canada), $4.

Memorial Hospital, Fortuna. Featuring

| Sunday:

Yom Kippur Services
St. Alban’s Church
1675 Chester Ave., Sunnybrae.
7 p.m. More info: 445-3997
(continued service Monday at 9:30 a.m.)

harpists, bagpipers, opera singers,

Six Rivers McKinleyville:

folk musicians, jazz ensembles and
West African drummers. $15 reserved
seating/donation for lawn seating.
For more info: 725-3361.

Hot Club Sandwich (string swing), 9 p.m.

Angelina Inn:
Don Hicks, 7 p.m.

Farmers Market at Wildberries:

Bless My Soul Cafe:
The House Band (jazz), 4 p.m.

Van Duzer Theatre, HSU:

Please send all upcoming Club

Dave Brubeck Quartet, 8 p.m.

listings to The Lumberjack,

Six Rivers Old Town:
Open Mic, 9 p.m.

AA Meetings, Business and Student

‘Services Building, Room 405, 7 p.m. - 8

Redwood Children’s Choir 3 p.m.

$38 /$32 children and seniors

- $25 HSU students.
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p.m. All are welcome.

Attention All Clubs:

ATTN: Calendar Editor.

_
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CAVEAT EMPTOR

expertise of one of mountain

WANTED

bibs
8 living Iegencsby
calling Center Activities at

FOR SALE

THRILLS

826-3357.

Before responding to

CLUB RISQUE needs venue.

advertisements requesting

Local theatrical company is

LIVING EN RICHMENT

with 2 AquaClear Power-

GICIAN! Magic tricks for

money to be sent or giv-

looking for a venue for its:

CIRCLES Take a spiritual

heads, thermometer, 150

birthday parties, barbecues,

ing a credit card number

Halloween production. Pref.

break weekly. Whatever

watt heater and various nets,

Willing to compensate$.

to participate in the Living

Enrichment Circle locally.

filter, thermometer and 75

Better Business Bureau to

_ contact us at 822-5213 or

Also for more info, watch

the company. The Lumber‘ack isi not responsible for
jack

idee ,

&

AQUARIUMS 55 gallon tank

private property near town.

over the phone, you may

want to contact the local

your path, you are invited

If you can help, please

verify the authenticity of

‘lubrisque@ziplip.com

sas of any offers
the validity

.

s

LifeKeys on Cox Cable 10

‘
|

| Weddings, baby showers,

shells and rocks. $225.

dinners, social gatherings,

15 gallon tank with pump/

School functions, etc. 12

watt heater. $40. Call Mike or

magic. Please call for reserva-

years experience in the art of

Katy at 445-8629.

tions: (707) 498-8600

ee
ee
visit
www.lecworld.org.
E-mail Dwight at djw20@

See your classified ad here! $4 for students and

,

8524.

Call 826-3259 or come by the office in NHE 6.

. humboldt.edu or callJ 825| OPPORTUNITIES
a
|

dilwostiontd

SHANTARAM THE MA-

;

nonprofits; $6 for all others. (25 words or less)

BARTENDER TRAINEES

,

needed. $250 a day

HELP

WANTED

|

potential.

Local positions. 1.800.293

!

3985 ext. 263

DRIVER/PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOCOPIER (Part-time
Eureka location) Great opportunity for students. Duties
include serving subpoenas,
visiting hospitals and doctors’ offices to microfilm
medical records. If you have
strong verbal and written communication skills,
friendly personality, a reliable
car, CDL, insurance, clean
DMYV, can lift and carry a 40
lb. camera...fax resume to
(310) 781-9728

HSU APPLE SPONSORED
Computer user group. Computer questions or interests
to share? Multi-platform
user group forming on HSU:
campus, with co-sponsorship
from Apple. Whether it
is MacOS X (Jaguar with

. u

Recycled Systems at 442-0600

MOBILE

L FULL JOB DESCRIPTION AT CAREER CENTER

Foe ameHine 9/151

part-fime

‘MONSTERT

ce Ee, HUMBOLDT STATE.UNIVERSITY Career Center
Cent

TEL 826-3341
NHW 130
www.humboldt.edu/~career
HOURS Mon-Fri 8-5
W

AG

Sek

N

<>

TOYOTA

single-track focus, dab-onthe-fly, as well as many
other skills to make you a
proficient rider. New riders
learn the crucial basics while
racers/tourists /commuters
correct their bad habits and
get proficient, establishing
better technical skills. Join
the adventure taking place

PROFESSIONAL
MUSIC STUDIES
Trobone, composition
and improvisation.

Marco Katz 825-1142
www.sydmusic.com/marco

"Taxation without

Sept. 28 and 29. Course fee

representation”
supposedly ended in
1783. What is your will?

is $65 for Saturday’s 4-hour
Skills Clinic and $100 for both
days. Come experience the

REDWOOD
AUTOMOTIVE

“Se

‘

es Oe ee

*
*
*
*

Electrical Repairs
Cooling Systems
Clutches * Engine Overhauls
Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups

822-3770

513

J

Street,

a

RS

Oa

(free inspection & estimate)

JEEP

de panique”, the wheel loft,

<>

REGISTER.
SEARCH.
WORK!

* Brakes

MAZDASHONDA

Clinic will show you crucial
bike handling techniques and
skills ranging from “arret

822-1546.

e~

#101800185

“Finesse”. The Instant Finesse

SERVICE Promoting auto
awareness. Automobile
repair and maintenance. 50%
off shop quotes, plus parts
for estimates. Call Marcus at

a

s » ui 3 A
Cru

a

Arcata

|

@

Just

tie se ne Come
an

north

of Café

Mokka

en mere

the cost of new ones. Also refurbished TVs, VCRs, stereos,
microwave ovens. Call Al’s

gies

e

ee

BICYCLING: THE
INSTANT FINESSE CLINIC
Are you ready to banish your
biking fears and phobias?
Jacquie Phelan, three-time
national women’s mountain
bike champ and founder of
WOMBATS, has developed
a fun and informative
curriculum dubbed “Instant

GOOD, low-cost, restored

sat

R : 3 A

Re nei an Oh A
Fone

Windows, UNIX/Linux,
or major applications, we
intend to be of educational
service, including SIGs
for special areas. Contact
dwightw@mac.com

computer systems at fraction

SRE

C a

BSD), Classic Mac OS,

SERVICES

MR. MECHANIC

a

:
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JUST 5 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS AT 1150 16TH ST.
OR CALL 822-6801
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HSU Student Monthly Specials
One Month Pass $30
. Three Month Pass $85
No initiation Fee

:

Student Specials Expire

HSU Student ID Required
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